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FACTORS MAKING FOR CREATIVE SCHOLARSHIP 

A Personality Model for Scholarshi;p Predictio,n 
JoE 

The Characteristics of a Creative Scientist. 
5 = " 2 , E " 

In a recent study, "The Future 'of Discovery and. Invention, fI published 

,in ·the ',l'echnology Review of the Mass8chusetts Tnsti tui:e ~f Technology, , 
• 

of .lTune, 195h, J .. L. B . Blizard shows that "wlth, group effort' replacing 

" rugged individualism'and 'our .emphasi's :on ;applied., 'rather ·than 'basic, 

science" the prospects :eor future discover:yand invention in this country 

are not favorable. .He 'shows tha't intellect is not a .priDiary fe'a'ture of the 

creative .scientist. "Re.cently :a psychologi st" AnneRoe , stud'ied 'a -group 

of eminent American scientists to discover what traits they had In cowmon . 

In the past it was generally ,assumed thatoriginal~1or,k in science required 

very high intelligence . The group studi~d by the psycholog1st, on the 

other hand, &howed a surprisingly wide range of I .Q.'s - from 121 to 177 -

starting below the median L Q., 123, of college graduates. (The medtan 

I.Q. of Ph .D. scientists is about 141.) vThile 'genius' intelligence is 

certainly an asset 1n the scientific field as e l sewhere, it is till not 

characteristic of the entire group of discoverers and original thinkers. 

But these scientists do have important traits in common. The psychological 

study showed that each of the scientists had the following eharacteristies: . 

Motivation: , Each person tested had "compelling reasons fOr becomtng 
a scientist." 

2. Hard Hork: "They have worked long hours for many years , frequently 
,1ith no vacation to speak of, because they wOuld 
rather be doing their work than anything else ." 

3· Personal Independence: , . , 

The Two Personality Models. 

". . • all this may pOint to the most 
important single factor in the making Of 
a scientist - the need and ability to 
develop personal independence to a high 
degree." 

We shall take the results o~ this study as our point ot departure 
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and try to detel'mine what "motivation," "hard work," and "personal indep-

endence" mean in exact terms. To do so ",e shall propose a model of 

personality which is to exhibit these features with exactness. 

is based on certain considerations of-etnics and value theory. 

sists of tlTO parts, which we shall c'all the Teleological Model 
• E ' 

Axiological Model, respectively. 
" ' w _ " ., ' 

This model 

It con-

and the 

The Teleological Model is based on the hypothesis that a personality 
.,. , , ' , 

is a process in time . In terms of this process it defines and analyzes 

self-actualization ; in particular the grow-th of the self in the succession 
La .' __ ..... , • . , 

of life situations . This model is dynamic. The dYnamic arises from the . , 

dimension of time . 
• 

The Axio19g~.ca.~ ~£q.e~ regards personality as a rel~~i.o~l s;t:r:ucture,' 

In terms of this structure it defines and analyzes the ~.eJ,f, in particular 
• 

the relationship bet'Heen the self and the concept of self, and the relation 
, 

between either the self or the concept of self and the environmental sit-

, Its static character arises by taking uation. This model is static. 

th~ time dimension out of the first model . 
• 

t" Both models are equally important and give different aspects of 

per~onaHty. Bot!). show up in detail the fea.tUres which the empirical 

stuQy mentioned above has given as the basis for Scientific Success. 

• 

Both models are derived deductively 'but correspond to certain models 

a~inductively by ' psychologists. 
a't'rived 

. In the follcyring only the first model ~ill be presented . The second , 

will be presented at a later date. 

, 

I 

• 
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Per,\3onal;J i;l as :E\l :process, • 
.. " .. .... J, •• , '_ 

If man is regarded as a process in space and time, and a process as 

the development of potentiality into actuality, then a successful man would 

be one ,.,ho develops all his potentialities to the ful l. The maximum value 

of a whole life, then, or its Optimum, would be the t ota l , actualization 
, . , 

of' i t.s m<:l~: j_mllm potentialities. The minimum value, its would 

be no e,;: t-,\1aliza tion of a'!1y potenti ality. In bet~leen the optimum and the --
pessireum wo~ld be such intel'mediate values as the total actualizat ion of , 

mint mt'!fi potentialities - as vie find in a very specialized expert - and - .-----

tb." :ali.:cj,m'.1.;:n actup.lization of' m'!,ximum potentialities - as we find in a very -- - -.--- _. 

talented. dilett!mte. 1:1 the case of the pessimlllll, of course, there would 

be no process a t all. In the case of the optimum, the process would reach 

its maximum development . • 

If we analyze the :;Jr ocess in t erms of i,ts smallest elements or 

}!i'iff'erentia l s, in an optimum proces!3 each differ ential 
, , 

would develop its 
, 

ow:~ potentialities to the full and lead on to t he next differential in the 

direction of time . In the intermed1ate values, not each differential would 

become f'ully developed or lea.d to the next in the direction of time, ornei-

ther. The various values of procells, thus represent various kinds of 

process . For obviously , depending on the de'Telopment of each differential 

out of, and into , the next, t he process t-lill look different. The Form 

cr Ges talt of the process , t hen, is a function of t he development of the 

differentials, and determines the total value of a process. 
, 

Let us call a differential of t he process in question , the life 
• 

process of a person, a situation. An optimal ly successful life , then, 

would be one where each situation actua l izes itself to the full and leads 

to the next situation in the direction of time. Such a situation is an 

optimal situation. It represents, and indeed is, the total process at the 

time in question. Such a Situation, which contains in epitome the total 

• 
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process, will be called a normal situation. A nOl'lnal s1 tuaUon, then, 

is an optimal situation in the sense described. Its norm is 

itself of which it is the epitome. In following this norm -

the proeepF. 
11 

in be ing f}'fI. 
, 1 J . , 

epitome of the process - the situation has teleological value or is ~rJ;'O'" 
, 

logically good. The value of each situation, then, is that tendencr t . 
f
. , I 

I • 

it by which the situation contributes to the integral process of . w~il ~t 

is a part. A situation is good in so far as it is the normal <l.iffe.rep.;~al 
ti~ i·A}J~, 

of a process, that .. is to say, in so far as it contains pote~tialtr f,he 
~. If l' 

whole process. A situation is bad in so far as it is the abnormal ditf-
o 

,jj' " 

erential of a process. In such a case it may be, and usually is , tpe , 

normal differential of another process, and there exists a transposition 

or juxtaposition of processes. A process itself may be regarded as a 

differential of the totality of all processes, and the latter may be 

called the process of Reality itself. A norl!lsl situation of a normal 

process would be normal with respect to reality. An abnolual situation • 

of a norwal proc;ess wou],d be abnormal with respect to reality. A normal 

s1 tuation of an abnormal process would be abnormal with respect to reality. 

An abnormal situation of an abnormal process may be - but must not necess-

arily be - normal with respect to reality. Thus~ a person who acts abnormal.ly 
• 

in terms of the political abnormal cy of Nazism may act normally with respect 

to the political reality of democracy. But he must not necessarily be a 

democrat - he may also be a paranoiac, and one of a different kind from 

the Nazis. In this case he is abnormal both with respect to Nazism and 

to democracy. 

The specific value of a situation is its potentiality: the creative 

quality by which a situation becomes part of the process. Potentiality 

itself has t~ro dimens ions , magnitude (minimum to maximum) and direction 

(along the time axi s or some ot her axis.) The magnitude of potentiality 

corresponds to the ~nergy of tke situational agent, and the direction of 
L , 

• 
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potentiality to his Sense of Direction, (his Sense of Proce~~, Sense of . 
• 

Situation, Situationality, Common Sense) and, in more specific situations, 

his Affinity, Skill,or Tal ent. , . 

The optimum process then is that of a person who combines his Talent 

with his Energy in every life situation. The pessimum i s that of a person 
, , 7 

,~ho never uses e i ther his Talent or his Energy in any life situation. 

Intermediate values are those where a minimum of Talent is used vIi th a 
• 

maximum of Energy or a maximum of Talent with a minimum of Energy. The 

former process has drive but no ·direction, the l atter has direction but no 

drive. Obviously, in both cases the process mus t go astray, for a process 

that has drive but no di rection leads nowhere - such as Hitler ' s - and one 
, - , " 

. 

that has direction but no drive leads nowhere. Thuf;l neither has really 
• 

either drive or dir ection. Energy and Sense of Direction are , in other 

words, teleologically interdependent; they must be combined if a person 

is to get somewhere. "To get somewhere" means situational potentiality, 

having both magni tude and direction, fulfilling a life process "succesft-

fully". Success, then, means nothing but the succession of nOl"lI1al life . " - " 

situations . 
• 

The nmrmalcy of life situations can be exactly determined . Situational 

potentiality, having both magnitude and Mirection, is a vector. It re- . 
• 

presents the consciousness of the si tuati0nal agent and is determined by . 

a system of coor dinates vlhich can be defined . We shall do so by using 

the vocabulary of Ethics. 

The Teleological OUght. 
7 , 

The d,ynamics of situational process i s linguistically expressed in 

the key word of ethics, "ought". When a situation A is anal yzed in terms 
. 

of teleological ethics it is compared 'fith another situation A' in terms 

of which situation A is found wanting. Hence we say "A ought to be A' ,_ . 

The situation A' against which we measure situation A does not exist in. 

• 
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, 

the ,~ rld of facto but in our minds; 1 t to an idlilal pictUre of G1tu.a.tion A. 
! 

"ought to be,"'thus , is the name for a relation oi' ,me&sUrementG of t~TO 

situations in different dimensions of time, the otie (A) in actual apace-
, 

time 1 the other (1\.') in the potential time of ctlnsd,6usness. This latter 
, 

time mayor may no~ correspond to the actual uevel6pment. In the former 

case si tuatidn A r Will at some future point in actual space -time coincide , . 

'\olith a situation D, which actually follows situation A in temporal sequence. 
, 

In the latter ca~e no such coincidence arises, . In the former case, the 
• 

situational agent 
~ 

the future. In the latter case he did not. 

His "potential" situation (A') was not really p.otential - for it never 

came about - but ,i)ll~g1ABry. His sense of direct ibn was off, Imaginatioh; 

thus enters as a third dimension - besides ener~Y and direction - into tHe 
, . '/ 

Direction/ in other Hords 1 structure of the teleological consciousness. , 

may either be teleologically correct or inebrr'eC!t. If it is correct it 
• 

<, • 
• is Anticipation, if it i~ incorrect it is Imaginatio~. . , , 

• 
\ 

In the degree in which 'A, moving along the time axis and .. becomi'llg B, 

assumes the features of A', the Sense of Direc:ti.~' was, ~leolbgically . , 

cbrrect and A' changes from an "ought" into.an "is''''; until finally 1 when 
• • 

· 
the concrete 5i tuation B corresponds to the pie.ture A' the 01d "oUght" 

disappears - for it woul.d be senseless to say that that ought to be which 

is - and the ne'~ "is" (B) has become the realized· "ought" (At) of A. In' 

the degree, on the other hand, that A, movinga10hg the time axis and 

becoming B, does not assume the features of A', the· Sense of Direction 

was teleologically incorrect and A' does not change from an "ought" into 

an "is". Rather, '\ole still have the same "ought" b t i u , s nee A has moved 

on to B, the old h i -polar re l ationship A-A' had changed into a new relation-
, 

ship B-A' • This means that the old "ought" is in a nm. setting - which 

mayor may not fit it, 

Usually, a static mind 

depending on how novel B is with respect 

is characterized by the relationShip B-A'. 

to A. 

The mure 
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the actual space-time situation develops the more such a mind will stay 

behind and the staler wUl become its ideals. Thus, C-A', D-A', E-A' etc. 

represent progressively static and stagnant situations. On the other hand, 

in the degree that the mind in its goal-setting "keeps up with the time," 

it will set new and appropriate goalswith each new situation. Thus, arrived 

at B, it will discard A' and set goal B'. . . B-B' is the "normal" sit

uational potentiality follmdng A-A'. On the other hand, a mind may leap 
• 

ahead into a future that is beyond direct actualization out of A, e.g. 

A-M'. In this case the situationality of the consciousness is severelY 

taxed and the Sense of Direction must be very secure . The final situation 

in which M' would be realized woul d be the situation N, as temporal sequence 

of M-M'. Situation M would have to arise out of I.-L' a s actualization 

of 1', and so all the way back to B, as actualization of' A'. In order to 

reach M', the anticipating consciousness, after the leap to M', must 

successively - or rather recessively - check ·a ll the situations bet,Teen 

the present (A) and the far goal (W), namely, M-M', L-L ', K-K', and so on, 

and in the reverse direction, that is, M' -M, L' -L, K'-K, and. so on, until 

it comes bael, to A'-A, the present situation . Then it mus.t reverse its 

direction again and, in actual space-time, realize B out of A-A I. Setting 

of a far of'f ideal, thus, presupposes a threefold shift in the direction 

of the anticipating consciousness : 

( 1) The leap A-f.1' , 

(2) The recess1ve examination M' -A, 

(3) The actual realization A-A ', B-B·' , C-C' .... M-M', N. 

This process has been called "The Threefold Finalistic Nexus" and 

has been analyzed by Nicolai HartmarJl . 1 

1. t<:Leolai Hartmann, Ethics, New York, 1932, Vol. I , pp. 274 ff . 
• 
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Th AI against 1"h!l.ch the situation A is measured, :1.S tho t eltJo-

logical value - or norm - of A. If the situation A, developing in accord-

ance 1.i th A I, reaches the next stage in terms of the process of v7hich the 

situation A is a part, then the norm ",as set in accordance ",ith that process, 

that is, in accordance with the "normal" development of the situation. If 

the situation does not so develqp the situation was misjudged and its 
. 

ought an im~ginary norm, Ao rather than AI. This does not mean,however, 

that it is of zero relevance for the actual time process. For the setting 
• 

of a potential, that is, an actualizable goal AI, is a momplex matter which 

presupposes ma~ trials and errors, Dr tentative settings of goal s. Such 

tentative goals - Ao, Al, A2 • . • An - are all imaginary, because not 

ultimately anticipatory, and precede the ultimately anticipatory goal At. 
• 
I 
• 

• 

AI thus is a result of imaginative goal-setting. On the other hand, the~e 

are imaginary goals 1,hich are not immediately relevant to actual goal-setting 

as, for example, oughts of past situations .,hose course is known to have 
. 

been different from .That it "ought" to have been; as in the proposi.tiQ1!. , 

"Brutus ought not to have stabbed Caesar" or "Hitler ought to have invaded 

Britain." The same is true of situations in the present "hich are known 

not to be what they ought to have been, as in the proposition "Conaidering 

the cast, this picture ought to have been much better." 

Lmaginary nOlWs - whether relevant or irrelevant to actual goal-

setting - do not partake of the actual dynamics of time. They are no 

truly normative or dynamically teleological oughts. OUghts may be said 

to be imaginary in the degree of the teleological improbability of their 

fulfillment, and real - or "good" - in tae degree of the teleological 

probability of their fulfillment. The teleological ough~ - "good" - is the 

unrealized teleological is; the teleological is is the realized teleologi'esl 

ought, . Good is what the situation ought to be. Hence teleological good is 
L 7 

the norm of the situa.tion - for the nOI'm says 1-That the Situation tha:,!; no," 
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is ought to be. Thus, A' is the "good"of A, B' the "good" of B, and so on. 

On the other hand, in a "noL'mal" process, B is the actualized A', hence 

B is the actualized good of A. In a normal process, therefore, each situation 

actualizes or fulfills the "good" of the preceding situation. Or, since the 

fulfillment of the good is teleologically 'better than its non-fulEillment, 

in a normal process each situation is better than the preceding one and, 

by the same token, worse than the succeeding one. A process which thus 

proceeds from good to better is itself a good and, indeed, an optimal process . 

A normal process thus, is an optimal process, as we said before. 

The end result of such a process is SUccess, which is nothing but the 

cumulative good of a normal process - the successive actualization of each 

situation's potentiality. The secret of success, then, is normal succession 

of situations: energy plus correct direction, the latter compounded of 
, 

anticipation, memol~:, and imagination. Success thus, in the l ast instance, 

is a particular configuration of the three dimensions of consci ousness, 

Energy, Temporality, and Imagination. We shall now in detail examine this 

configuration, taking as point of departure the analysis of Nicolai Hartmann . 

• 

• 



Th Field Model of the Teleological Ought. 
E ' 

The teleological analysis of situations, given by Nicolai Hartmann in 

his Ethics, is a detailed description of the mechanism by '''hich one situation 

becomes the next in the teleological process. "We have in the finalistic 

nexus three links between the starting - and the finishing - point of the 

process: 

L The setting up of the end by the subject, an ever-leaping ~f the, 

~ime-process, an anticipation only possible to consciousness and a taking of 

one's stand regardless of the order of time. 
7 7 , 

2. The return detel'mination (distinctive of the finalistic process) of 

the means by the end, beginning with the means nearest to the end and so 

backward to the first means - the present one - which is close to the sub-

ject; where the link just ahead (in the backward process) has as its end the 

subsequent one (next preceding in the backward process) and is detel'mined 

(sometimes, chosen) by it. 

3. The actualization of the end, its real attainment through the 

series of means, wherein the relation of means and end which was reversed 

in the backward r.rocess is changed into a straightforward continuous 

relation of cause and effect." 

1. Anticipation 9f the Next Situation. 

This is the anticipation of situation A'. Since this situation 

is in the future it means leaping over the actual time process into the 

future (A-A', A-B', etc.) 

2. Analysis of the 
Situation A'. 

Present Situation A in Terms , of the AntiCipated 

While the first phase is A-A' the second phase is A'-A. This 

phase proceeds from future to present and thus against the direction of time. 

3. Actualization of the New Situation. , 

This is the actual transition i~ time from situation A to 
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situation B,from situation B to situation C, and so on, A-B, B-C, C-D, •• • 

The three phases then are, in general terms: 

1. X - y' 
2. y'- x 
3. x - y 

These phases come about by the interaction of the three dimensions 
• 

of the teleol ogical consciousness , Energy, Anticipation and Memory, and 

Imagination. The energy of the situa,tion is suppiied by the teleological 

consc iousness of the moral 'agent. Smuts (Holism and Evolution, p . 258 ) calls , 

this teleological facul t y of the mind the field of mind. N. Hartmann,. Cassirer 
. ' 

and others call it the moral activity of mind,. Hence the moral consciousness 
= " , 

may be defined as the field of mind. The essence of the mind' s moral activity 
. 

i s the emancipation of the moral consciousness from physical time . Its 
0' " , ' L . 

energy sets up the moral field and creates "the thing of value" as anticipated 

end. The energy of setting the end in the first two phases of the process , 

as i deal t o be realized in the third phase , is an ideal and potential energy. 

This energy is fixed in (ideal ) position f or future action by the leap of 

consc iousness over the chronological series into the future and by the return 

of consciousness from the anticipated future to the actual present through 
. 

an anticipated past (future ). Consciousness as potential energy contains 

both an anticipated future and an antic ipated past (future ). The moral 

sit uation is a field constituted by this energy, t hat is to say, by conscious-
. 

ness in its durationsl , and, more exactly, its futura l dimension . The latter 

- The present , is fed by the past dimension and is act ive in the present. 

which includes the spatial dimension of the Situation, is the real pole 
. . 

of the moral field. The aim set in the future is the ideal pole , whose 

"attraction" constitutes the dynamic of the fl'nall'stl'c serl'es. The COnSU!l!1iI8-

tion of the ideal-real field of the moral situation gives rise to the last 

phase of the finalistic nexus. This phase proceeds in, and in the direction 

Of, phYSical time, 1~hereas the first and second phases proceed in the ideal 
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time of the moral consciousness, the first phase in the direction of physical 
• 

time, the second in the opposite direction. The field of the moral situation 

is more complex than sOme scientific fields but no less exactly definable . 
• 

The process of valuation is part of a process which leads to ever 

fuller concretion. it startswith a co~crete situation, evaluates it in 

terms of its potentialities, concentrates these potentialities in an end 

(the first phase', evaluates the situation in terms of the end set (second 

phase), and then actualizes the end in concrete reality (third phase) . The 

second phase is the essence of the process of valuation, "the distinguish..: 

ing characteristic of the finalistic process" (Hartmann, op. cit. , I, p.276). 
• 

He may, 'lith Hartmarm, call the s:i.tuation as merely concretely present 

a fact and the end set a value and ask what is the relationship between 
, 

fact and value. There are four kinds of "facts": 

(1) 
. 

the fact as merely concretely present ''lithout antiCipatory 

activity of consciousness, before the first phase of the 

process; 

(2) the fact during the second phase of the process ''lhen it serves 

as basis for the setting of the end; 

(3) the fact after the second phase .1hen it is vie''led in the light 

of the end set; 

( 4) the fact after the third phese ,Then a ne,T situation is con-

creted which as such is a ne"T fact. 

Facts of the first kind lack the agent of development and therefore 

are destined, in the course of events, to disappear . They are tranSitory 

and lack dynlUl1ic. Since reality is dynamic this kind of fact cannot be 

said to be real. In a system of coordinates where. the dimension of time 

is the vertical and the horizontal represents the present, the locus of 

such a "fact" .1ot,ld be in the zero point. It is pre-real rather than 

unreal -- for it is not imaginary -- and a necessary telm to denote 

• 
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unvalued happenings. 

Facts of the second kind contai n the agent of development in the 

anticipatory activity of consciousness. They are pre-ethical -- since the 

end is not yet set -- and cognitive. In the system of coordinates they ~Tould 

be represented by a vector.· starting in the zero point and pointing in the 

direction of the future. The end point of t he vector would be the end of 

value. The latter is an anticipated event, whereas the vector itself is the 

anticipation of the event. 

Facts of the third kind are facts of the second kind seen in the light 

of the value set, represented by the negative direction of the vector. This 

direction adds nOI'mativity to the anticipation of the end. 

Facts of the fourth kind represent the new situation concreted through 
• 

the process of valuation; they contain value but not in a future but in a 

past determination: they were values before concreted; now they are facts. 

Facts of the first kind may be called data or events, facts of the fourth 

kind entelechies or "facts having the end in them. "I The word "fact" may 

be reserved for facts of the second and third kind, the diffe~nce between 

them being that the fonaer is fact setting value or fact valuing, and the 

latter fact set ·o~, value or fact val ued. The former is the pre-ethical 

cognitive situation and the l atter is the value(d~ situation . Fact and 

value belong together in t he unity of the teleological situation and can 

only be separated for plrrposes of analysis. Cognitive fact or fact val uing 
• 

of the second ki~ci , is "fact" in the narrm{ sense; value-fact or fact of the 

third kind is fact in the wider sense. It gives teleologically ethical 

meaning to the situatioa. In terms of our symbolism, datum • is A, 

• 

1. This is the mf!aning of thr. Aristotelian word (echeJn (to have) telos 

(the end) en (withi~). 



f ct valuing 0)' "fact" is the procesD A-A', fact valued 01' "value" fact 

is the process A'-A, and entelechy is the ne\l situation B. To these coul.d 
I 

be added the value itself or the goal set A' • There are thus in all five 

terms to the threefold finalistic nexus. 

The teleological process can now be structured in terms of the five 

elements of the teleological situation: datum (A), fact (A-A'), value 

or end (A'), value-fact (A'-A), entelechy (B). It may also be expressed 

in terms of the "three phases" of the finalistic nexus as ~le did before: 

the first phase corresponding to "fact" and proceeding from datum through 

fact to value (A-A'), showing value in terms of fact; the second phase 

corresponding to value fact and proceeding fl'om value to datum, ShO\ling 

fact in terms of value (A'-A). The third phase is the process from the 

datum valued to entelechy (A-B). The second phase (A' -A) is the process of 

valuation in the narrow sense; the entire series from dlatum through value 

to entelechy (A-A'-B) is the process of val~ation in the wider sense. The 

relation between datum and value is a relationship within a Situation, A-A'; 

that behleen datum and value on the one hand and entelechy on the other 

hand is a relationship bet\leen different situations, namely the actualized 

situation B and the values of situation A, both A-A'and A'-A. Situation 

A seen in terDls of situation B may be symbolized as B(A), where "( )" 

stands for "the actualized value of". Thus "B(A)" means "B is the ·a~tualize d 

value of A". B, entelechyor the situation become, thus, looks back to A, 

which was the situation becoming. B looks back to the value to \lhich fact 
• 

looked forward; B sees this value in memory rather than in anticipation. 

Thus "B(A)" may also mean "memory of A in B". 

Value itself appears different in the ~ifferent Views, like a musical 

note in different scales. As anticipation in situation A it is the relation 

A-A', as memory of this anticipation in the concreted situation B it is 

B(A-A'), "memory in situation B of the antiCipation of A' in Situation A .. " 



1) 

Th nt 1 chy gives rise to a great number of similar retrospective values , 

such as D(A), the tnemory in B of A, B(A'), the memory in B CDf the end anti-

c1pated inA, C(B(A-A'), the memory in C of the memory in B of the end A' 
• 

anticipated in A, and so on. On the 
, 

other hand a great variety bf artticipa-

tions is possible; the immediate teleological ought of situation A may 

contain other oughts of future situations to be realized, such as a boy 

setting himself the end of becoming a minister and as such setting himself 

the end of bringing about a better world, A-(B-B'), "anticipation in A of 

anticipation in B of B I If and so on. 

The relationship between A and A' within the situation comes about 

by overleaping the time series in the first phase. of the finalistic nexus, 
• • 

A-A', and then returning in the opposite direction in the second phase, 

AI-A. The third phase proceeds in actual . time from A to B. The difference 

between the first two phases and the third is that bet,~een imaginary time and 
in 

actual time. The overleaping of the time series/and anticipation and . the 

return from the anticipated value to the present can proceed only in 

imagination. The actualization of the goal set, on the other hand, proceeds 

in actual space and time. In so far, as the goal set is actualized in the 

future, it corresponded to the course of time and thus was not merely 

imaginary; rather, it ,~as anticipation. 

We nO'-1· shall formulate the situational dimensions as follows: the 

imaginary; the time dimension; the space dimension. Time and space are n~t 

physical dimension but dimensions of the Situational consciousness, which 

supplies the energy of the situational process. The futural dimension 

of the situational consciousness is Anticipation; its past dimension is 

Memory; and its present dimension is Awareness. The latter is the same time 

its spatial or environmental dimension; for the enVironmental condition s 

exist.: sit1lationally effectively only in the present. If they appear in the 



• 
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situational past they are part of memory, and if they appear in the situation

al future they are part of anticipation. Hence we get as dimensions of 

the teleological situation, and thus as basis for our situational model; 

the three dimensions of Imagination; Anticipation and Memory; and A1vareness. 

They may be pictured as follo~ls: 

Time Consciousness 

Environmental 
Consciousness: 
Awareness 

Anticipation 

-----r-
I. / 
"/ , 

Memory 

.- -.---

• • . -

• 

./ Imagination 

The interrelationship of these dimensions will disclose the details 

of Situational becoming. Let us first go into the details of the "Threefold 

Finalistic Nexus." 

• 

First Phase: The Setting of the EnA • 
• 

The first phase, in Hartmann's Hords, is "the setting up of the end 

by the subject, and overleaping of the time process, an antiCipation only 

possible to consciousness and a taling of one's stand regardless of the 

order of time." The que,stions to be discussed here are, How do I set 

the end? How do I set the ~nd situationally? HOH does my setting the end 

:I.nfll1Dnce the rl'>lation behleen fact and value? 

The first question relates to the starting point of the process. The 
, 

agent has to produce the vector of value. How does he find its direction? 
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This is the problem of choice. The situation may be completely undetermined, 

the agent being in the zero point of the system, or it may be in various 

stages of determination. 

If it were completely determined the setting of the end would offer 

no problem: activity of the first phase woul d be impossible. In a foxhole 

there is nothing to do but keep one's head down. The determination of the 

vector is a function of the detelwinedness of the situation or of the poss-

ibility of choices. The situation with the widest range of choi ces has t he 

greatest potentialities in phase one. 

The char~cter of choice varies with the phases of the finalistic process. 

In phase one it is choice of end, teleological or evaluational ("first choice"); 

in phase two it is choice of situational features, axiological or valuational 

("second choice"»he:re the situation is analyzed in terms of the goal set and 

those features of it are chosen which correspond to the goal and contain the 

potentialities for reaching it. In phase three choice is that of means, 

instrumental or operational for actual spatia-temporal actualization of the 
• 

goal ("third choice") . 

. Choice of the first kind anSvTers the question, Who am 11 (\,fuat is my 

ought?), choice of the second k1.nd, Where am I? (What is the situation?), 
, 

• 

choice of the third kind, What am I to do? (lt1hat next?). The determination 

of these choices increases, and the range of choice ddcreases, progressively 

as the process continues, the first choice - that of the goal - dire~ting 

all the subsequent ones. The maximum siuuation of choice is the one with 

the minimum detelwination -- the completely unde tel1mined or zero situation. 

This is usually a crucial situation of life where "anything is possible" and 

the decision may influence the whole course of life. Choice in such a . 

situation cannot be made in vie'~ of the facts around uS)for "fact" already 

presupposes valuational direction. The situation of first choice is one of 

data rather than facts, pre-ethical, pre-cognitive, actually pre-situational , 
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1 it f 't t' 1 determinatl' on there 1'5 no situaUon; the for in total ac 0 Sl ua lona 

'b'lit'es The individual old situation has ended, the new ones are mere POSSl 1 1 • 

is in the state of pure potentiality, suspended between past and future, 

in a void present -- the existentialist pasein, mere "being there. It The 

only standard in this situation is the individual himself (Ki~rkegaard's 

"ideal self"), who mayor may not see himself sub specie aeternitatis , 

(Nicolai Hartmann; Eduardo Nicol, Psicol<?g~a de las ,sit'll;aciones vj.tales :,1941. 

'rhe maximum of cho'ice' is not freedom - unless a car skidding on an icy 

road is "freer" tha.:6. one under control. Teleological freedom is a mean 

bet'{een the state of maxfmum and minimllm choice. It is situational freedom 

based on an automomy of the will which is anchored in the situation (Hart-

mann's situational interpretation of Kant's categorical imperative; cf. field 
. ,. . 

psychologies, such as J. F, Brmln I i:l Psychology and ,the 
, , Socilll Ord~r ' , 1936. 

To perform the choice at all, the agent must have and exert Ene,rgy. 
-

This energy must have both quantity and quality, and the nature of the choice 

depends on both. The more energy is exe.rted the more definite is the choice. 

"Give a man energy," says Kierkegaard, "and you give him everything." Once 

the choice is made and the goal set, pursuing it becomes a matter of self-

imposed duty - the conduct of life becomes ethical., 

The word "duty" expresses but insufficiently the feeling of obligation 

to fulfill a task, chosen or aSSigned, to set up an'l anticipatory field 

with a tenSion so relentlessly strong that no evasion, no shirking, is 
, 

possible or even thinkable. 

I believe that in the matter of ethics it is not a 
question of the multifariousness of duty but of its 
intensity. \-Then wi,th all his energy a person has felt 
the intensity of duty, he is then ethically mature 
and in him duty ~Till emerge of itself·. The chief " 
thing~ is, not whether one can count on one's f~ers 
how many duties one has, but that a man has once felt 

, 



the intensity of duty in such a 1my that the con
sciousness of it is for him the assurance of the eternal 
validity of his being. l 
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Kierkegaard recalis a childhood experience, his first lesson at sbhool, 

at the age of five, when it was 

as if heaven and earth might collapse, if I did not 
learn my lesson, and on the other hand as if, even if 
heaven and earth were to collapse, this would not 
exempt me from doing what ,Tas assigned to me, from 
learning my lesson. At that age I knew so little about 
duties ••. I hed Gmly one duty j that of learning my 
lesson, and yet I can trace my ,1{hole ' ethical view of, 
life to this impress't'on. :..'1 have no higher wish than 
that of ' every time of life I may take hold of "my work 
with the same energy, ',{ith the same ethical earnestness 
as then. It is true that in later life one acquires a 
better conception of what one 's Hork is, but still the 
chief thing is the energy..... What is r~e~allll;y~;~'r~Hp~o)jr~t~ant 
'in ' educat'ion is not that the child learns this fond tha-t, 
but ..:;;th~a t..:-.t~h:::.;e,,-,,~:::.;i:;;n,,:,d:-::i",~s...:;;:.ml!-c ~:tre d, that energy ,1 s, .~rou,sed •••• 
Give a man energy, passion, and with that he has every
thing. 2 

Moral consciousness then is primarily a kind of energy. 

"The energy with which I become ethically conscious is therefore the 

thing that counts , or rather I cannot become ethically conscious 

without energy. ,,3 

The maximum quantity of this energy is total, that is, it is the total 

person dedicating himself to his chosen task. The task is his life. The 

intensity of pursuing one's life goal, thus, is a function of one's energy 

application. 

The direction of choice, on the other hand, is a matter not of the 

quantity but of the quality of energy brought to bear on the chOice. This 

quali ty Kierkegaard calls "transparency." The person must be transparently 

clear about himself if he is to make the right choice. _ , , 

"The ethical will not change the individual into another man, but 

1. Either/Or, Kierkegaard, Vol.II, p.223. Italics mine. 
, 

2. Ibid., p. 223 f.. Italics mine. 

3. ]bid., p. 226 
, 
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, 

makes him himself ••• It is essential to a man who is to live ethically 

that he becomes so radically conscious of himself that no adventitious 

trait escapes him." 1 
, 

Moral consciousness is the most"transparent" kind 

of consciousness. I t is part, and the culmination , of man, not something 

foreign to him . 

He who has ethically chosen and found himself has himself 
as he is determined in hi s whole conccetion . He has 
himself, then) as an indi vidual ~'ho has these talents , , 
these passions, tl1ese inclinations, these habits , ,,,ho is under 
these influences , who in this direction is affected thus, 
in another thus. nere , then, he has himself as a task, i n • 
such a sort that the task is principally to order, cultivate , 
temper, enkindle , repress , in short, to bring about a Pl'O

portionality in the soul, a harmonY, which is the fruit of the 
personal virtues . Here the aim of his activity is himself, 

• 
but not as arbitrarily determined, for he has himself as 
a t ask which is set for him, even though i t has become 
his by the fact that he has chosen it. But although he him
self is his aim, this aim is nevertheless another, for 
the self which is the aim is not an abstract self ,·,hich 
fits everywhere and hence nm/here, but a concrete self which 
stands in reciprocal relations with these surroundings , these 
conditions of l ife , thi.s natural order •••• ['he ethical 
individual so lives that he is constantly passing from one 
stage to the other . If the individual has not originally 
understood himself as a concrete personality in continuity, 
neither will he acquire this subsequent continuity.2 

The ethical thus is a task, a tensional energy, whose aim, the other 

pole of the field, is not chosen out of the blue sky, 3 but with discrim-

• 
• 

inating insight into the faets, along situational lines. - along the situation-

al field lines , so to speak - as the one and only possibility under 

the circumstances . 

-

1 . Kierkegaard, op . cit., p.212. 

2 . Ibid., 219f. 

3 . Ibid., p.216. 
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He ,~ho lives ethically has seen himself, Imows himself, penetrates 
wi th his c'onsciousness his whole conc're'tion, ' , ' does not a110~1 in
definite thoughts to potter about with him, nor tempting possibilities 
to distract him with their jugglerYj he is not like a vlitoh's letter 
from ,~hich one sense can be got now and then another, depending on 
how one turns it. He knows himself .••• But this knowledge is not a 
mere contemplation (for with that the individual is determined by 
his neceSSity), it is a reflection upon himself which itself is an 
action, and therefore I have deliberately prefer~ed to use the 
expression 'choose oneself' instead of know oneself;l 

In our own terminology, the individual has , with the help of his moral 

consciousness, set himself into the right (and into the only right) frame 

of reference. He knows himself productively, as Adam "knew" Eve in the Old 

Testament. "By the individual's intercourse with himself he impregnates 

himself and brings himself to birth."2 This , "inter course" goea on between 

the actual and the ideal self: 

This self which the individual knows is at once the actual self 
and the ideal self which t he individual has outside himself as 
the picture in likeness to ',hich he has to form himself and ,Thich, 
on the other hand, he nevertheless has in him since it is the self. 
Only within him can the individual acquire information about himself . 
Hence, the ethical life has this duplex character, that the individual 

. has his self outside himself and in himself. The typical self, 
howev.er, is this yet imperfect self, for t his is only a prophecy 
and t herefore not the real self. Nevertheless , this typical self 
accompanies him constantly, but the more he realizes it, the more 
it vanishes within him, until at last, instead of being visible in 
front of him, it lies behind him like a pallid possibility. Viith 
this picture it is as with man's shadm-I: in the morning man casts his 
shadow before him, in the evening i t falls behind him. When the 
individual knows himself and has chosen himself he is about to 
realize himself, but as he has to realize himself freely he must know 
wha tit is he woul d realize. \,'hat he ~;ould realize is in fac t 
himself , but it is his ideal self which he acquires nowhere but in 
himself . If one does not hold fast to the fact that the individual 
has the ideal self in himself, his Dichten und 'frachten remain 
abstract.3 ' , 
Tnus the anticipation of the moral consciousness as potential energy 

, 

must be situational. In every instance it depends on the particular situation 

not only in which but which one is. The i deal set up is a Situational 

1. Ibid. 
" 

2. Ibid., p. 217. 

3. Kierkegaard, Either/Or, Princeton, 1944., Vol.II, p.217 
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anticipation, conforming to the circumstances or one's o~m oelf and creat1ne 

the ideal out of them. 

Hmr can one create the ideal self and set the end situationally? He rmlst 

have the Sense of Direction or the Sense of Process, the capacity of sensing , 

the process of reality. This '''prophetic sense augments the povrer to evaluate" 

(Hartmann, .912:.cit., II,p.24.1), makes man truly fiapien~ and adds to the actual 

the potential dimension. The man vrithout this sense lack.s the tell!poral dim-

ens ion, his consciousness is animalic, his "genius resides in his nostrils" 

(Nietzsche), he clings to the nearest, able to sense the scent of things at 

hand but unable to feel the course of things to come. 

The sense of process has been described by Clifton Fadiman in his 

introduction to Tolstoy's War and Peace,l with reference to Rebecca West's 
• • 

Black Lamb and Grey Falcon,and a long conversation between Miss West and , . 

her · husband concerning the character of one of their companions whom they do 

not like in their travels through ·Yugoslavia. 

-

, 

• 

, Gerda is a German woman married to a Serb. Though politically 
no Nazi, she is one spiritually. "Gerda has no sense 'of process, 
that is vThat is the matter with . Gerda. She ~Tants the result 
without doing any of the work that goes to make it .••• She is 
angry because we have some money. She feels that it might just 
as well belong to her .•.• For her, the money might as easily 
have been attached to her as to us by a movement as simple as 
that which pastes a label on a trunk . . . As she has no sense 
of what goes to bring people love, or friendship, or distinction, 
or wealth, it seems to her that the whole vTorld .is enjoying 
undeserved benefits; and in a universe where all is arb i trary , 
it might just as well happen that the injustice was pushed a 
little further and that all these benefits were taken from other 
people, leaving them nothing, and t~ansferred, to her, giving her 
everything. Given the premise that the universe is purely 
arbitrary, that there is no causality at vrork anyvrhere, there is 
nothing absurd in that proposal. This is the conqueror's point of •. " v~ev ... 

vTe do not knOVl scientifically vrhat gives people this sense of process. 

It must be a capacity of directing one 1 s thought in the rhythm of evolution, 

57 

1. New York, 1942, pp. xlviii ff. 

, 
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, 
of being an~hored deeply in the pre-human levels " ',,' , ' .. '.'. and being able, 

in one t s o,m degree, to earry on evolution on his mm level. It means, in 

other words, health in a profound sense - in the deep meaning of COUllnon, sense, 

as being the sense of what is CODmon to all of us and, itt the sense of Stoic 

philosophy, common to all creation. In order to have the sense of process, 
, 

in other words, one must be ~ell bor~, have the evolutionsl layers which our 

omtogeny has deposited in us in repeating the whole of ,phylogeny', in good 

order. l When such mental and physical health is lacking consciousness 

may set non-situationsl or imaginary ends. Such ends, which veer off the 

vector of value into an imaginary field rather t~an that of the future, do not 

raise facts to values but make out of them something which may be called freaks. , 

Freaks are facts with wrong ends - disvalue rather than value facts. They are 

not teleological, for the potential is teleological precisely by virtue of its 

chance to become a reality. They may be called ~ar~te leological .- passing 

by the process of becoming, t : 'angentlal to reality. Freaks may become real, 

but only ephemerally. Many historical facts are freak emergences, ephemeral 

apparitions in the "forld of reality, come to "life" because the world had 

temporarily lost its vitality and fallen victim to men without the sense 

of process. Complex and even ~andiose such freaks are possible, met hodical 

"organizations" of chaos, such as the Third Reich 

The third question, how does setting the end 

(cf. Franz Neumann, Behemoth .: 
, 1944' 

influence the relation of 

fact and value/ is answered by stating that it raises fact into value, involves. 

the present with the future, and creates a nevT \mit -- the vector -- point.ing 

from the present to the future (A-At). If the vector is imaginary freak rather 

than fact, it pOints nowhere - or everY'.,here (A-Ao) and gives rise to freakish 

consequences in proportion to the strength and flawlessness of the logic applied. 

1. £f. John N. ROhen, Direct AnalYSiS, Ne~, York, 1953, p.9. Also the 

work of C.G.Jung, Erich Neum~nn, Karl Kerenyi. 
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thinking cOl'l'eoponds to reaJ.1 ty, pllra.tcleol og1c 1;h1nk1%'10 -~ 

kish thinlcing -- is less true than teleological thinlting. The smlllll'.lr 0. 

situation tJle less~ignificant the discrepancy bet.,een true and false. The 

larger the situation the more significant the discrepancy • 

• Values are different from facts in that they stress the potential VlhUe 
, 
• facts stress the actual in the situation, and both are identieal in that values 

are developed facts and facts enveloped values. (rirf. Kohler, "Fact and Value", 

~ournal of PhilosoEh~, XLI, No. 8, p.208.) 

De • 

How do values influence facts? In the situation of second choice man has 

set the end and now looks back to the situation -- the fact part of the fact -

value unit -- and asks "Where am I nOv1?" or "Hhat is the situation?" -- for 

with setting the value the situation has really come into being. The degree 
• 

of choice is no~v smaller than in the first phase. 

Now these situational features must be picked out, which are capable of 

development in terms of the goal. Here again, the capacity of common sense is 

important, but now in the opposite direction from the first phase: not 
. 

the projection of evolution toward the future but rather memory of evolution 
• 

in the past. Again, imagination is needed, as it VIas in the goal setting, but 

of a different kind. Now a more do~~-to-earth kind of imagination is needed, 

"imagineering". The situational features must be evaluated in terms of the 
. 

gcal, and this is only possible if imagination sees them as beginnings of a series 

of' sequences .1hich will lead to the goal. Hhil,e there was an infinity of ways 

of' setting a goal, once the goal is set the range .of imagination is limited 

to that determined by the goal. Imagination mow must see all possible ,.ays of 

actuaiization~ compare them in the mind, and at the same time tie this play of 

imagination down to the actual situation. 

The Third Phase: Actualization. 
, 7 7 7 

This phase is not any more one of mere thinking and imagination but of 
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action in space and time. Here it is not the power of conceptual thinking, 

either in anticipation or in memor y , that counts but the perceptual understand-

ing of the situation and. the short -range projection from one thing to the next 

thing. Here, in other words, exact scrutiny of the situation i s necessary. 

Whereas the first phase is that of pure imagination, the second that of 

imagineering, the third is that of a ttention to things and c i rcumstances , 

"teleological engineering." Here we must discuss the teleological rol e of 

things. The threefold process, thus, i s one of decreasing abs t raction, or 
, £ 

increasing concreteness, after an initial l eap into the abstract. 

Before the l eap , i n the s itua tion of first choice, the situationa l object s 

are simpl e data , points of departure for the val uating mind. On the retur n 

these objects must appear other than when the leap began. They are nOli en-

dowed with si tuationa l potentialities. In the third phase they must be recog-

nized as means t o the end and stepping-stones in space and time / through the 

causal nexus, tOllard the actualization of the value set up. (Hartmann, Ethics , 
• 

I, p.276). \~nile the moral consc iousness -- separa ted here f or purposes of 

anal ysis from the si tllation as a whole -- conferred upon itsel f val ue in the 

first two phases, the situationa l ob j ects do not become t eleologica l elements 

before the third phase is reached. 

An ob ject cannot become teleologically val uab le by itself but must ahlays 

be endowed by a teleological moral consciousness returning from the leap to the 

goal . But the re l ation between consciousness and ob ject is not entire l y unidir

ectional. The moral consciousness infl uences the object but the object a l so 

influences t he moral consciousness. Hhen the mor a l consciousness l eaps forward 

into the future it sets up a field into which the entire situation is fitted. 

Also objects can set up fields . Theoreticall y this has been stated by Smuts 

(Holism and Evolution, pp.18, 112 ff.), and experimentally confirmed by psy

chologists, particularl y the Gestalt school . Every thing has what Gestaltists 

call a framework into 11hich it must be fitted "properly." Koffka in his 
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"Excursion into Aesthetics" (Principles ,of Gestalt Psycholo@:,pp. 346 f.) 

shows how objects should be properly fitted into the behavioral as against the 

geographical field of the observer . Seen as a ~patio-temporal field the indiv-

idual and the objects form a spatio-temporal situation in which the sequence 

of objects fOI'ms a class schema or framework for all objects subsequently 

entering the field. In considering the tel eologically valuable object - that 

is, the object contributing to the success of the te l eological process - ~Ie 

must consider it as element of the teleological framework of the agent. The 

moral agent was cnnsidered in terms of the situation, into the frameuork of , 

which he h as to fit the phenomena. The valuable ob,ject is consitlei!€ld in. terms 

of the individual that fits it into his own framewor! and thus indirectly 

integrates it with the situation . vie are thus entering a narrmler circle than 

that of the situation as a whole, considering the valuable object in telws of 

the moral consciousness -- a part of the situation in terms of another part 

of the situation. We may call this part of teleology teleological aesthetics. 

There is a "la," of fittingness" in the teleologically aesthetic situation 

similar to that in the teleological situation itself. Koffka (p.638) calls 

it "the .most universal law to explain thinking," and shmfs its implications : 

for taste, tact, and personal recognition. 

From Koffka's investigations we may conclude that the teleologically 

aesthetic is the teleological on the material level. If this is so then We must 

find on the material level of objects some of the characteristics found in th~ 

teleological situation as a whole. In particular, the objects must in some, 

even thlDUgh rudimentary "lay, be able to participate in the process of time. 

In Koffka's temporal schema objects have temporal significance as constituents 

of the person's framework. Smuts also emphasizes the temporal character of . • 
• 
• 

things (op. cit ., p.lll), as spatio-temporal fields similar to those of or~n.' 

isms. The field approach thus reveals in ·the thing the kind of time propert~· 
'. " 

which, increased and enhanced, is the essence of the individual's o'm 

• 
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t l eological nature. While the teleological subject spans t hc entire t1mP. of 

the pl10cess the object participates in it only in those moments , 'hen the 

subject concentrates on it. The object is a tangential point of the process, 

taking part in it like the point of the tangent take~ part in the curve, 

a differential which for a mini mal period contains the law and logic of the "hole 

curve, Since we said earl i er that t he s i t uat ion itsel f i s a differential of the 

process and the object is a similar part of the situat i on, we may say that the 

ohject is a second derivative of t he t eleol ogica l pr ocess. 

Things thus exist i n a scale of valuations depending on the phase of the 

threefol d finalistic ~ocess. Before the process -- as facts of the first 

kind -- t hey are da t a. In t he first phase , th~ cognitive inquiry, they rise 

to become object s, ci rc1lmstan.ces , al1d s i gns : ?b,jects, as perceived, circumstances 
... · 4" ,-. 

as r elated, signs as sitaa tionally significant. In the , second phase t hey 
• 

become symbols, car r iers of situational potentiality . In the thir d phase 

situations themselves are used as objects, i .e. means of bri nging about the end 
, 

set. These means - or object · s i t uations are subsi diary situations to t he over-

all situation of the threefold process . In the degree that they represent the 

over-all end, they l ead to success . I n the degree that they devia te from t hat 

end they 

The 

destroy t he over-all situation. 
-the capacity of seeing thi r;lgs as symbols. 

symboli,c f 1lDct i on/is t he t ool Which enables "us to perform the two 

purely mental operations of the t eleological process, the first and second 
l 

• 

phase . Hhere that '~ : ~c~~&~ not exist , as in certain ki nds of mental illnes s , 

no "success " or s itua tional succession is poss ib le . On the other hand , incap-

acity of per f orming the process;parateleologi cal rather than teleological 

thinking, is a kind of sickness. The par ateleological mind sets itself imagi nary 

ends and these in turn lead to an unhealthy scale of objects paralleling the 

healthy scale: fetish corresponding to object , element of par anoid de lusion 

cor~esponding to circumstance, hallu~ination corresponding to sign, and delusion 

correspondinp; to svmDl!i>l . SuC'h minrl<; in honnRp"E" Il,DTl,(,('\<l.r.h t ,})i n " '" l rj t ,h :"l"" ~url; ~C>s 
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n the various levels: prejudice on the level of objects leads to fetish

istic perversions -- ~esthetic p~rateleology. Prejudice on the level of 

circumstance, where the thing is not recognized in its right relations to 

other things, leads to a great variety of phenomena, ranging from mis-

judgment to paranoid misconceptions, the chaos of fixed ideas and slogans · --

cognit i ve para te le olegy • On the third and fourth leve 1, .There the thing 

is imagined as representing the wrong background, we have as many possibili-
. , 

ties of significance and symbolism as we have possible frameworks,. t~t is 

an infinite n1lmber -- delusi~nal,parate;teol?gy. All these, forplS of ;ltIllIoral-

ity concerned with things, stand in contrast to parateleology proper, 
, 

which concerns prejudicial approach to individuals. Today prejudice 

concerning things is generally regarded as insanity, prejudice concerning 

persons as immorality. Actually both kinds of pre,judice stem from the 

same rlDot, and must be regarded as phenomena identical in kind, diff'era:b.t 

only in degree. 



• 

• 

QI'ch Questions Arisinf( From The Teleological Process,. 
__ ' 5 , 4 , 

What empirical research projects can be designed to test the analysis 

of the threefold finalistic nexus? 

The Process as a Whole . 
• 

Hm1 do goal-setting situational analysiS, and actualization relate 

to a personte imagination, imagineering, teleological (spatio-temporal) 

engineering? 

How do they relate to his energy, application, persistence? 

A very "successful" man may be asked whether he set his goal himself 

or"drifted into"his career. 

A less "successful" one may be aslted whether mistakes he made were 

due to a discrepaI.J,CY between imagination and situational scrutiny, and 

if so, in ,·,ha t respec-t. 

Any successful man may be asked to describe his career and analyze 

it in terms of tre threefold process. 

Questions and tests may be designed to test a person's imagination 

(Rorschach relevant for goal-setting), imagineering and teleological en

gineering (observational skill, skill of concept formation.) 
" 

• 

First Phase : Setting of the Goal. 
, 

Have successful people actually set a goal at the beginning of 

their career? 

Hov' have they done so? 

How clear have they been about their goal and about their own self? 

rlhat other careers and jobs did they contemplate or consider? 

How much choice did they have in their original Situation? 

How intensely determined were they in their goel-setting? 

How did they find the direction of the vector of ChOice? 

What has self-definition meant in their particular cases? 



• • .. .. . '" 

Hm~ has t he chooser i J dentified his choice ~lith h1s mm Ute ? 

(Compar e the answer of Julie Harris as a small child on t he ques t ion vf 

'~hy she ,~anted to act: "It is my life.") 

Hml firm and distinct has been the presentation of the goal? 

Has the person had the sense of process? 

Has he ever set frealtish goals? How, why, in what respect? 

HOvT did he choose his .Tife? Hhy just her? 

Second Phase: Return Determination. , , 

. 

Haw has the choose.r analyzed the original situation in terms of the 

goal set? 

Hhat change in his original situation did he make after having 

decided on his career ? 

Third Phase: Actualization . . 

Hovl far .las his original sit uation f rom his goal? 

Hhat situational objects has he selected as potential for future 

development? 

What particular material ob j ects or c ircumstances has he concentrated 

on as part of his career? 

. 
How has he transfo!wed da t a into objects, circumstances, signs, 

and symbols of his life situati on; in the light of his goal? 

In which respect has he encountered parateleological thinking in 

himself and others? 

In what respect has such thinking hindered or obstructed h$s career? 
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The Three Dimensions of the Teleological Situation 
• ! i 

Diagram 1 shows the total model of the situe.tion, with the x-axis 

of A\,areness, the y-axis of Anticipation and lvIemory, and the i-axis of Imagin-

ation. 
of 

Diagram 2 ~hows the plane of Imagination with the x-axis/ Awareness and 

the i-axis of Imag~tion. The four quadrants mean I, awareness and imagination; 

II, no awareness and imagination; III, no awareness and no imagination; and 

IV, awareness and: no imaginagion. A truly teleological situation can be set 

onl y where· there is both a\"areness and jmagination, that is, over the first 
• 

• 

quadrant .• ' .• /here there is no imagination - quadrants III and rl - there can 

be ltt~le . development . i{here there is imagination but no awareness - quadrant 

!L- thel'e . can be development, but it will notbe truly teleological, that is 

"'successful" - actualization. It will b.e parateleological "development" -
• 

not Entwic)tlung but VeJ;Wicklung, entanglement, complication, "disvelopment." 
, , d • 

As we srurll see , there is only one possibility \-Ihich leads the situation 

suce.el3sfillly, that is teleologically into the future. 

We shall now describe the process of goal-setting in tel":mS of this model. 

Eacll situation is a combination of memory and antiCipation, a\,areness, 

amd imagination, and each of these has a specif.ic role to play in goal-setting. 

The more memory there is , the deeper the goal will be aBchored in the past; 

the more antiCipation there is, the farther in the future the goal will be set. 

The. Dore awarenes s there is the closer \-lill be the conncetion of the goal with 

the ·situation and the greater its chance of being actualized. The more imag-
• 

ination there is the wider is the range of considered choices. The ideal 

situation, therefore, .Iould be the one ",ith the maximum of auareness, imagina- .• 

t1011, and anticipation. Such a situation would be set in the time dimension 

~ver the first quadrant of the imagination plane, in a way to be discussed 

later. Such a goal has a chance of becoming an actual future. Here are the 

"norwal" people, who can plan, analyze, and actualize - the 'successful" 
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people. 

A goal that is set over the fourth quadrant would still have a chance 

of becoming a future because it tm anchored to the present by awareness, but 

lacking imagination this futute would not be far-reaching. Such a person 

would lack the sense of process and act from situation to situation, without 

much anticipatory initiative, drifting through life and liable to make great 

mistakes ~Therever a far-reaching choice must be made, as that of a huslland 

or wife . On the other hand such a person will be conscientious in every part-

icular situation, especially those which demand no foresight, and magnificent 

in crises, where full awareness, immediate involvement and a certain stolidi ty 

are necessary . Such a person, "close to the ground", will be quite artis tic , ' 
~/ 

and skillful with material things . On the other hand, lack of imagination and 

the va~le feeling of being incapable of dealing with development will make 

him insecure, suspicious, easily hurt. It is the t yp Ical "little rosn", the 

philistine , the petit bourgeois, the bureaucrat, the pedant. 

The very opposite is the person setting a goal over the second quadrant. 

Here awareness ' is missing and imagination present. This person lives as much 
, 

in an imagined future as the person of Quadrant IV 11 ves in the r eal present. 

He lives as little in the real present as the person of Quadrant IV lives in 

the future. Such a person, of course, is in much greater danger of failure than 

is the former. While the former drifts without initiative from situation to 

situation, the person of Quadrant II Hill set imaginai:'y goals, freaks rath.er 

than facts, and will continuously be~orn between the present Which he is 

unable really to grasp and the future which he will never reach . He will 

be the crackpot, the man who builds castles in the a i r, the dilettante who, 

never buckles down to conscientious work. On the other hand, h:i.s pmferfUl 

imagination may make him buckle down to create works of free fancy, artistic 

lIla.sterpieces 'Thich astound the world. And rather than falling victim to 
. 

his lacking awarenes~ he may be allowed to live a life of eccentricity and 
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thus change his environment from the normal to the abnormal without punish-

ment. He may even do so on a large political scale and bring about a freakish 

'forld where his own power is the standard of all value, as did Hitler. Such 

a world, of course, cannot long endure, as can small freakish developments. 

And even such developments Hill, eventually, have to subside and merge ,lith 

Reality. But as long as they last t hey produce their own "futures," '1hich 

are pseudo-futures, para-futures, unconnecte d, erratic, yet somehow held to-

gether by the freakish imagination, if only the latter has an integrati~g core. 

Here we have, beside certain types of artists, politicians, and craCkPots , 

dreamers, neurotics, criminals. l 
o 

Over the quadrant there can be no development at all, for there is 

neither awareness nor imagination. Here, then, is pure uxu"eality, withdrawaL 

from life itself. Ifhile real ity goes its course, these people remain statiC, 

and thus fall back deeper into the past. Wnile people living in reality 

continuous l y live in the present - the future continuously actualized - these 

people continuously live in the past. The succession of presents heaps layer 

after layer over their past which is present, or their present which is past. 
o 

They do not live, they vegetate. Their life process is reversed, it is 

neither t eleological nor even parateleological. We may call i t mnemological -.. 

directed toward the past and accumulating it. Here we have psychotics of all 

kinds. 

Goal-setting, therefore, is possible only ~ver the first and second 

quadrant, over the former teleologic,al, over the latter parateleological. 
, 

Norlllal goal-setting, that is, soa~-setting with chance of actualization, is 

possible only over the first quadrant. We shall nO\o1 in detail analyze this 

2 
kind of goal setting. 

1. 

2. 

The interrelationship between these types has been examined in the lfriit 
ings of Thomas Mann. 
The following model is an elaboration of a diagram by Kohoutek, whicb is re-
produced in Nicolai HartmannL Ethics t Vol. It!,pp· f561h4:j. 7, and discuSS~d 'there 
"in detail. The diagram g!DO\{S out 0 Aris ooles eo ~cs. 

o 
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i t f the system, the point Let us suppose a person is in the zero po n 0 
., . . ,,_. 

of interse~~~o~ of the situational dimensions. At that pOint, a person 1s 

poised for goal-setting - over any of the quadrants - but no goal has yet 

been set; th f t nor in t he past nor in irnagin-the person lives neither in e u ure 

He is in a state of suspension, perhaps suspense; ation nor even in the present. 

he has, momentarily, withdravTn from living - he is, as it were between situations. 

The in-The old situation has ended, the new situation is a mere possibility. 

dividual is in the pure state of potentiality. This is the state of vital 
transvaluate . 

choice, where the individual has to revaluate or . his whole life. 

Toynbee's situations of "Hithdrawal and Return", Jaspers' Grenzsituationaness 

(boundary sitaations), are such situations. They may ·arise either as emergency 

Situations, as the situation of a so-called Aryan in Nazi Germany to keep or 
. 

divorce his Jewish wif.~; or in the normal course of life, as the choice of a 

Wife, the choice of a career, and the like. In such cases no frame of refer-

ence exists except the person himself. Awareness is not of anything outSide, 

~ither positively or negatively - and hence x = 0 • but of one's own self: 

"pure awarenes·s." Imagination aas no object, • 

either positively or negatively, 

but its own self - it is"pure imagination"· i = O. Anticipation and memory, 

conscious energy in time, disappear and there is no time, either Positively 

or negatively, but "pure temporal consciousness" _ y = O. Awareness, 

imagination, temporal consciousness, all converge on the sUspended self, d 
an 

constitute" the dimensions of the sel"fr' exalusivelyJtheir reference to anything 
hav;tng . 

• 

outSide the self . I iOeen suspended. Pure awareness is 
awareness of self only, 

as in Situations of very deep and exclusive feeling, of pure experience _ for 
• 

exan$)le a deep experience of love. PUre imagination is imagination of.self 
only - imagining oneself as all sorts of selves. 

is anticLpation and memory of self only _ 
Pure temporal consciousness 

of self. 
anticipating and remembepfDg states 

• 

• • 

• 

• 

• 
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Our present model does not give the details of these operations, Which 

are being shown in our second, the Axiological model. In the present 

model 've see the zero-point as the intersection of the situational dimen-

sions; 've do not see it in • me;gnification which would allow us to analyze 

this intersection. The task of imagination, tor example,i£? to find among 

the many concepts possible for one's self, the one that fits. By fitting 

is meant, as will be sho~rn in the second model, the actual possession within 

oneself of the attributes which define the concept selecte~. Thus, if 

one selects the concept of an engineer, the concept is ;fitting to one ·' s 

sexf if one is in possession, potentially, of all the attributes which 

define the concept "engineer". 
• 

This choice of a career - or of one's o~rn self in a social or function-
• • 

al aspect . - i s different from the choice of one's mm self as such or in 

its moral aspect. Here it is simply a question of being aware of what one 

is o~ one's intrinsic worth as against one's extrinsic role. This choice 

of the intrinsic self is no less complex - and complicated .. as that ot! 

one's extrinsic role in society. Here awareness rather than imagination 

plays the main role, the distinct and definite awarenes s of one's being. 

Finally, since I am not merely now but have been up to now and shall be 

in the future, I must choose to be in these temporal dimensions. I must 

neither deny my past nor abrogate my ·future. I must want to be in time, 

that is, to be process. 

accept myself as the one 

sciousness, I must accept 

In the choice of myself in imaginat ion, I must 

I am; . in the choice of myse lf' in temporal con
as the one who is becoming. 

myself as an energy in time ,/ This l~er choice 
, 

is particularly -important for the soundness of myself e." chosen by m.y"elf. 

All these are choices to be made in the zero-point of our model. 

Although the details of these choices cannot be dealt with here , it is 

clear that vIe can determine ceil!tain indications of the outcome of such 
• 

choices in youth . An indication of imaginativeness we find in the play 

• 

• 
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f children and their i dentification with their roles in them. This roay 

give an indication of • 

their capacity to choose fitting careers. A~larene8s 

and attentiveness may well be observed and tested with c~ildreh, and may 

give an indication of the application '~ith which the chosen career ~lill be 

pursued. Memory and anticipation - with respect to their seeing themselves 
. . 

as energies in time .- may be observed and tested with children in their 

way of attending to their tasks, their way of referring to themselves, and 
• 

so on. All the activities of the child and youth could be analyzed in telws 
• 

of the three dimensions, and the relationship of these dimensions to the 

teleological process. Thus, for example, the date at whi~h the child has 
• •• 

discarded comic boolts for serious books may be an indication of his awaken-

ing sense of reality, or awareness. On the other hand, his reading of comics 

may be a sign of imagination. And his love of family, grandparents for 
• • 

example, may be a sign of vivid understanding of the past . 
• 

Let us now turn from the zero-situation to the setting of the goal 
• 

over the first quadrant (Diagram 3.) • 

The soundness of the goal-setting is shown by the setting of the situ-
, . 

ation over the x-axis of awareness along the y-aXiS of time. The actual 
• • 

future is in the y-plane over the x-aXis, ,~hereas the space over the i-
• 

• 
• • 

dimension does not give the actual future but the imagined future. 
• 

The goal is not in the actual future but in the imagined future . 
• 

On the other hand, it would not become actual future unless it were over 
• 

the x-axis in the y-plane. Thus, it must be in that plane, and yet not 
• 

within the actual future. The y-plane, therefore, is shown with a slanted 

height, 8 1 Al , in Diagram 3. The goal must lie beyond this line . The 

line 81 Al , or h, is, eo to speak, the roof of the situation against the 

future. The line 01 81 , or s, is the anticipation in the situation, 

and the line 01 Al ' or a, is the line of situational awareness. Before 

the situation develops into such an anticipatory structure, the self must 
• 

• 
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h v found its<tlf, that is, the person must have chof3en to choose: it lfllJllt - -
have found itself in the zero-situation. It then proceeds to find the 

goal. 

First, consciousness must have svrong around in the plane of imagination 

and must have found, through imaginary analysis of the present, the points 

in the present which are capable of development in the future. These 

points, of course, must be in the actual situation and not in imagination. 

Thus, they must be on the x-axis of avlareness itself. The scanning of the 

imaginary plane, therefore, must be done only in preparation of settling on 

the x-axis. Strictly speaking, the goal that is to become future must not 

be set -over the first quadrant but over the x-aXiS, over ,the point AI, 

",here i = 0, x = 1 (supposing the imaginarY circle being the \mit circle) 

and, for optimal effects, as we shall see, y = 1. If the goal is set 

"over the first quadrant" anywhere else than over the x-axis, x vlill not 

be 1 but always smaller than 1. In such a case the feature of potentiality, 

the value selected/is not entirely in ,the sit1lation but partl y imaginary, 

and again the development into the future vrill be parateleological rather 

than teleological. Thus, a teleological, an actual future, is guaranteed 

only ever the x-axis. If the goal is set a~,here else, disvelopment 

ensues and the situation is parateleological. 
, 

Th,e teleological role, of imagination, thus, is only prepaaatory and 

comparative. It serves as a background for comparison between the real and 

the unreal. 

, The question then is, how can the goal be set as teleologically real, 

over the x-axis of awareness rather than over one of the quadrants, and 

how can the imaginary analysis of the present yield an actual feature on 

the x-axis vlhich has pote:p,tiali ty for the future, not only the next. situation 

but the 'Thole sequence of life situations? Hm" in other "ords, can the 

contain the wide-awake knowledge of its own future? si tll,atlonal consciousness 
-



, 

Her:icome to the te~eol~gical role of memory. The consciousness will 

knm~ its future if it Imo'.;s its past. The future is nothing but an extra

polation of the past. If the consciousness is sound about its past it .-Till 

be sound in extrapolating its future. The ~ast of consc iousness is given 

in its memory, and memory goes back, consciously or unconsciously - both 

are kinds of the psyche's "knowing" - to the very beginning of time . In 

the pre-natal levels, the personality is an epitome of the whole of creation. 
, 

In every act of choice it continues creati on. I ts actual temporal dynamic , 

the soundness of choice in every particular situat ion, t hus depends on being 

"well-born" , , , 

on having' the ccr~ection, through the pre-natal pr ocess , with 

the .Thole of nature, and thus be ing ab le to extrapolate, to project, the 

whole process of becoming into the future. To be s01lndl y anchored, therefore , 

in each particular situation and thus to be fully and trul y avTare, pre -

supposes fullness and authenticity of be i!l& anchored in nature through the 

onto-and phylogenetic process. Whet her, therefore, a person sets factual , 
, 

or freakish goals depends on the evol utioI\al, soundness of his psychological , . . . , 

structure. His, whole life process is one in nature" and his choices will 

be sound if they fulfill his nature as part of the total natural process .l. 
, 

In terms of Ot~ mOdel, the person must go back to the roots of ' hi s 

existence, the base of the situat ional cone in Diagram 1 . He must then 

extrapolate the past through the O-point into ,the future . Wner e the evol-

utional layers are not well-ordered, t he projection or extrapolation will 

be "off", the y-axis will be tilted, and not be at right angles with the 

plane of imagination; anticipation, must become freakish . The whole life 

process then is "off-base". It goes into another direction than the 

teleological future: it is a succession of parateleological situations . 

On the other hand, even in "well-born" persons, goal-setting may, 

• 

1. .Bee the psychological inves tigations of C. G. Jung and ,Erich Neumann. 
Also above p. 23. 
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and often will proceed in other directions than that of teleological time 

along the y-axis perpendicular to the x-axis, and veer off into the space 

over one or some of the imaginary quadrants. It then goes off into the 

non-future, even though the time axis itself is perpendicular to the other 

two axes. In this case, however, there is always the pos sibility of cor-

rection, which does not exist when the y-axis is tilted and the reference 

to Reality itself disturbed. Also, the seriousness of deviation depends 
• 

on the importance of the choice and the decision. A small choice, not 

extending far into the future, will not give rise to serious deviations, 

even if the choice is parateleological. An important choice, on the other 

hand, like that of a mate or of a career, can thrm" off base t he entire 

course of life. In such choices , being "well-born" i s all - i mportant. · 

Man's nature reaches from the lowest l evel of the atomic gene through the 
. 

chemical, the biological, the psychologi cal, the soCial, the intellectual, 

up to the spiritual. Energy decisions and choices take place on all levels, 

and great decisions must be made by integration of all; we must z:ea~hdeep 

down to the sources of ourselves, both physical and spiritual. 

The person w:i.thout, or with a def:i.cient, sense of process is not 

capable of this, or not at all .t:i.mes. He is what Kierkegaard call s the 

Ilaesthetid' person. "He who lives esthetically, sees only possibilities 

everywhere, they constitute for him the content of the future whereas he 
. 

who lives ethically, actually sees tasks everyWhere ..•. This gives the 

ethical individual a sense of assurance which he who lives merely esthe- ' 

tically lacks entirely. He who lives esthetically expects from without".l 

He lives on the surface, incapable of directing the course of the present 

into the future. He lacks teleologi.cal C01l!!llOn sense. 

There are, thus] two kinds of freakish development, "disvelopment" 

or para teleological process : 

1. EithertorJi Vol. 21 1\'.211. IIAesthet1c ll means literally !lperoeptua::L,~ "liv-
ing fo t e momenv. . 

• 
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(1) The person has the reference to Reality, that is, the three 

axes are perpendicular to each other. In this case, parateleological 

goal setting is acute .rather than chronic and eventual "straightening 

out" of the successl.· on l' lif . t ti b t ddt 1 o e S1. ua ons is to e expec e an even ua 

"success" probable. 

(2) There is no, or a distorted, reference to Reality, the y-axis 
- and/or any other axis _ 
is tilted, the whole development is "off-base" and the future never is 

a teleologically real future. Such a life ends in failure. 

In both cases, parateleological goal setting means setting the goal 

anywhere over the four quadrants of the plane of imagination, except 
• 

over the positive x-axis. The difference between parateleological and tel-

eological goal setting/then/is that in the former the leap into the future 

proceeds anY'~here over the imaginary plane whereas in teleological goal 

setting it does so only over the positive x-axis. Both teleological and 

parateleological goal setting lead into the ''future, II . if . they are in 

the plane of the y-axis; but parateleological goal setting - "parateleologic" 

for short - lacks awareness, thus conneetion with the present actuality, 

and hence true - that is spatia-temporally actualizable - potentiality. Its 

"futur.e,n t~erefore, .. is para- or I>seudo:futl1-re~ a priVate futttre? wi thou"!; 
. ' . . . " .' . ." . 

connection with Reality - a future of failure rather than of success • 
. 

• • 

Our model gives a first indication of its power '~hen we take the plane 

of imagination as the unit circle, that is, i=l-l, x = 1. Then it reveals 

a significant relationship between the imagination and avTareness in a 

sound mind, that is one where the three axes are perpendicular to ~ach 

other. When the consciousness scans the plane of imagination, that is, 

when it rotates as a vector in the i-plane of Diagram 2, beginning as the 

line 01 Al and going counterclockwise, then at Al a,,.areness = 1 or maximal 

for the situation, and imagination = o. After 900
, awareness will be 0, 

and imagination i or ,r-I, the maximum of pure imagination '~ithout any -
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positive or negative - a.rareness. At 1800 , point Cl, imagination is 12, 

which is the same as x = -1, the maximum of lacking awareness, or the 

minimtlm of a'·18reness. Here the role of imagination (i = j="i) disappears 

completely in the lack of awareness ( -1). At 2700 , imagination is -i, 

vrhich is the .minimum of imagination and, at the same time i 3 , which means 

(-1) i, or the minimum of a;~areness times the maximum of imagination. In 

other ,wrds , the minW.lID of imagination is the same as the maximum of 
" 

imagination times the minimum of avrareness - a more concise description 

of the psychotic state can hardly be given. The more unrealistic imagination 

there is, the less real imagination there ·is. At 3600 the cycle is com-

plete, imagination is 14, ,·rhich means ·,,1, or full a,·rareness. Thus ,no 

matter how strongly ime.gination !,ota tes, it mus t al,~ays, in its very 
• • 

operation, transform itself into full avrareness. In so dOing, it strength-

ens a"lareness with each rotation. On the other hand, a"areness in supply-

ing, so to speak, the ra" material for imagination, fortifies imagination 

with each rotation. But this is the case only "Then the axes are per-

pendicular to each other and the x-axis 'is in the plane of the i-dimension, 

that is, when the person is "sound". Thus, we find as a theorem, in terms 

of our model, that a sound person is one .. here imagination cO;1tinllou sly 

fortifies awareness and awareness continuously fortifies imagination. 
T 5 7 7 

• • 

An ·unsound person, on the other hand, is one where the axes are tilted, 

and either the x-axis does represent avTareness but the i-vector never 
• 

meets it - in this case the i- and the x-axes are in different planes 

and the equation i = .(=i. does not refer to the pla.ne of the line 01 Al but 
Ill" means a line of imagination rather than that of awareness _ 
or else the i- · and the x-dimension do lie in the same plane but not 

perpendicular to the y-axis. In this case the x-axis does n~t represent 

awarene~o, but something imaginary. In both cases the rotation o~ ~ag

ina ~ion would not fottify aMsreness but ,wuld fortify imagination; and 



imagination would thus become progressively more and more imaginary and 

distant from reality. Thus, while in a sound person imagination fortifies 

h 1 · t in an "~~0U11d person l·t "eakens this connection the connection I-li t rea 1 y, w = 

This to the point of making reality almost unrecognizable for the person. 

explains why ,.hen the axes are tilted no correction of the parateleologic 

is possible; but when they are normal, that is perpendicular to each other, 

such correction :;'6 not Claly possible but probable . In the latter case, 

with every rotation of imagin'ltion, a,,rareness of reality 1's increased • 

. The discussion of parateleological situations 'fill not be given here, 

since it is extremely complex and not illltliediately pertinent to the subject, 

which concerns choice in the normal or sound person. It will, however, 

be discussed a t a later date . 

In the norm.;:,l person, where the axes are perpendicular and the 

reference to reality is not distux~ed, there are four types of paratel-

eological s i tuations, depending on where in .the i-quadrants imagination 

stops and the leap is being made. In the first quadrant the situation 

would have a lower than the maximal degree of a',areness, yet, it would 

not lack all awareness . Hence there is a certain potentiality in the sit-
• 

uation . On the other h'?,nd, there would be an excess of imaginatiCll1 ·in 

c 01lJ:parisonto th", degree of awareness of the situational actue.lities . 

This will l ead to a toy-heavy antic:i.pati.on, that is one where the o;oal 

will be set too far and too ",ide to be sUIlPorted by the slim basi.s in real-

ity. This is not re~Lly a para teleological situation , 
"«(>1) i:h .... i'ut.-ure, but there are complications which are 

for it does develop 

para teleological 

and which 1<Till be discussed later. Over the first quadrant then, arise . 

or ~em~-teleological situations rather than para-defiCiently teleological 

teleological ones. 

Over the second quadrant 1o/e have positive lack of awaren d ess an pot-
• 

Here .then is true parateleologica" ~ 1 
.I. "eve opment, 

entiation of imagination. 



• 

-
, 

, 

yet, again not incurable. For the positive lack of a~Tarenef:jS meeno a &.t-

inite relationsb\p to a"areness, namely, a neg&t,ive one, "'hieh can be remed-
, 

ied by understanoi::lg th~ .. ~ '~hf.t one has is the exact op:,?osite of "That one 

ou6l1t to hl3,ve. "::hus, t''lere is awareness of one: s lack and tbere"i th the 

first condition [8:' reLledy and continuing the rotating process until one 

meets agai~ Qusd~stit I. We ~ay call this kind of parateleological develop-

ment dialectic teleol'lC:1.c or antitcleolo(Sic - the teleologic ,'lh1ch is _.", ._-- .-. '-- - " -

exactly opposed 1;0 teleologie proper. 

Over 'che third qU'ldrant ,~e have the rotation from maximal lack of 

a"areness to max:'.:nal l? cK of imagination, that is, no goal setting at all 
as , 

or one which i s/ short··sighted as it is unreal - psychotic goal setting. 

This is true paro.teleoJ.ogic - yet , again curable, s ince the basis is sound. 

and 'the axes per-i.'lendicl',lar. Thus , if only the :i.maginat:i.on can be made to 

pick up mementum, it must go on to the fourth quadJ::ant and finally reach 

a",areness again. Thus , all that is needed in Quadrant III is to break the 
, 

static condit:i.on and get go:i.ng . l 

In Quadran'!; rv we have the transi t:i.on from m:lJnimum imaginati::m to 

maximum awarenesc without imaginat:i.on~ Here goal sett:i.ng proceeds from 

very small and u:.:n~al f;oals to no goals at all but real awa:"e:,'leSil. That 

is, "e have a pl"('ICeSS from unreality, including unreal and ~mF.'. l}. ~oal 

sett:i.ng, to reaLty but without goal setting ~ pure actual e.vTa,~ ,·,,:~.,.,ss. 

The next step then, is, in a sound perso~, Quadrant I again, :.1or.:nal goal 

sett:i.ng in reality. 
, 

In every per-son imagination coniinu011s1y rotates in thif' W3.y .. and 

in the healthy person i.tnever stops, to build a futurctexcept ct or over 

the first quadrant. 

Only :i.n subh a case, if teleological development of the situation 

takes place over the positive x-axis, does the develop ment of conscious-

1. See the cures effected on psychotics by John D. Rosen and others. 

• 



• 

• 

1) ss ke p pace ,{ith the deve lopment of reality itself. In all other caec6, 

while reality develops, as it must, into the real future, situational 

consciousness directs the situation itself into a pseudo-future and deviates 

from the real course of events. In such cases failure rather than success 

is the result. Failure, in other "lords, is the result of parateleological 

develop~ent, just as success is the result of teleological development . 

• 

• 

• 

• 



Possibilities of,Testing the Three Dimensions. 
, 

Does a Student have a sense of time? 

Does he know history? 

What does he think of the past? • 

\.Jhat of the future? 

Does he think his father "'orks hard? 

Is he grateful to him or does he take everything for granted? 

Does he see connections in time, e.g. between his father's work 

and his own chance? 

Does he know that one can succeed only by hard work? 

Does he think life is chaos or order? • 

How is his inner order or integration expressed in his appearance? 

His poise? His looking at a person? • 

Has he any depth of thought? 

Depth of feeling? 

Has he awareness of details? 

Can he put them together and see the relevant? 

Does he think criminals are smart? Or dumb? 

How imaginative is he? • 

Does he like science fiction? Hhy? Why not? 

Does he like literature? Hhat kind? vlhy? Hhy not? 

How does he analyze his o"m situation in terms of the situational 

model? 

What is hie value system? Does he distinguish betvreen his moral 

self and his secial self? 

Does he have self-respect? Respect for others? 

Ho'" does he relate people's characters and their social roles? 

Hov' is his application in school and out of it? 

Does he have moral and intellectual discipline? 

• 
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Th Situational Gestalt. 
7 _ 7 • 5 

The three dimensions of the teleological situation - Imagination, 

A,~areness, Memory - and - Anticipation - constitute the situational Gest-

alt, ,~hich can be pilCtured as two circular cones, or two tops, with a 

common base, one stm:ding on the other. (Diagram 1). The common base 

represents the dimensions of Awareness and Imggination (Diagram 2), the 

vertical elements the dimension of Anticipation and Memory, or the temporal 

dimension of situational consciousness. Around these dimensions the 

situation builds itself up dynamically like a gyroscopic top in labile 

equilibrillm, ever liable to topple over when its inherent forces stop, 

every ready to hold up everything within and around it in a sta~le frame-

work as long as the forces within it are dynamic. It thus is a true 

Gestalt, a process which "dynamically distributes and regulates itself, 

detel'mined by the actual situation in a ,~hole field."l 

The "situation in a whole field" in which a particular situation takes 

place is Reality itself. It is the Gestalt of the life process of which the 
'. . 

particular situation is a differential, and beyond that the Gestalt of 

all SUch processes or Gestalten. On the background of Reality the smaller 

Gestalten of every day life are enacted, and against this background alene 

each situation makes teleological sense. Leaping ahead into the future 

the present situation leaps out of its own spatio-temporal confine into 

a reality that is not actual. The teleological process, thus, is impossible 

without the background of a non-situational non-actual reality. This non-

actual reality is both that of the future and that of the past. The former 

1s represented by the upper cone, the latter bY the lower one. Actual 

reality is the base of the conee. The time process goes from bottom to 

top, actuality issuing out of the depth of the past - the lower cone -

and being enacted on its base like the picture on a television tube. 

! 5 
, • 

1. Wolfgang KBhler, Gest8lt , ~ayc~olo6Y, New York, 1935, p.193. 
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At the same time, this picture is the base of the cone of the future. 

The future comes about by actuality sinking bacle, as it "Tere, into the past, 
. 

and a part of the future becoming present. Or, by actuality being lifted 
• 

up into the future, the future becoming that much smaller and the past that 

much larger • 

The mechanics of this transition, from the present to the future, is to 

be shown in our model. 

It is never the entire situation that points tOv/ard the future; the 

situation as a whole is massively present and concrete. It is only certain 

very specific circumstances in the s1tuation that contain potentially the 

future; and the art of bringing about the future is the art of discovering 

and selecting these circumstances, and to make them strong enough to sus-

tain the leap into the future. The situation has to be lifted into the 

future, so to speak, like a balloon, by throwing overboard all the un-

necessary ballasts and keeping ofuly those essentials which have to be taken 

to the next situation. Finally, when the goal is reached, after ma~~ such 

liftings or ascents, higher and higher, almost nothing is left of the sit-
, 

uation of departmre, except the very essentials - ~hat had to be taken 

along - the very essence of t he developing life. Any successful person 
, 

of 40 or 50, looking back at his t,~enties, ,.,ill be aware of this process. 

He will understand it as the process of. his own development - his teleo-

logical self-aefinition. l 

The soundness or "si tuationali ty" of a consciousness is prec'isely 

this singling out of the essential characteristics of , a situation. In 
. 

epistemological terms, these characteristics are the ones which answer the 

problem at hand, and the problem at hand is the relation between the pre

sent situation and the goal set. The episterna-teleological question is: 

, 

1. The axiological model shows it as the process of logical self-definition. 
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Hhat features in the present 't ti Sl ua on are relevant to reaching the goal 

set? All other features are irrelevant and must be eliminated. Only 

the essential features make the situation's potentiality, and only in 

them resides the possibility of further development. Only they are the 

subject matter of the consciousness' creativity. The sense of process thus 

is a special sense ",hich may be called teleological common sense. 

The mechanics of hm., the consciousness picks out the essential objects 

for the teleological process, can be understood in terms of our model, both 

in Gestalt and in field terminology. ~fuen the situation in all its dimen-

sions is regarded as a Gestalt, certain objects fit into this Gestalt, not 

only in the dimension of awareness but also in that of anticipation -

memory and of imagination. vllien the total situation is regarded as a field, 
• 

. 
the energy of consciousness supplies the energy of the field and the field 

lines are lines that run from the mind tn the center to the objects at 

the periphery and back. These field lines constitute the valuing or 

teleological energy. "The stimulating object and the responding organism 

may be compared to two-poles of an electric arc. Valuing then is the arc 
. 

itself."l Therefore, as Roberts points out - the value relation can be 

studied in either direction, 

. ay l'nvestigate the qualities of an object that make 
we m , h ha t 't' it of .value, and with equal propr1ety t e c ,rac er~s ~cs 
of an organism that cause it to value the ,obJect: Each 

f facts ill1lmines the other; each ~s meam.ngless group 0 2 
except with reference to the other. 

That is to say, 
an essential part of ethics must be ethical aesthetics -

a fact that if' often overlooked. 

Since the 
mind in the center, so to speakJ radiates its field lines 

to the objects, there 
must be in mind itself a projection of the objects, 

Wm.St. 
1. I Roberts, The 

Problem of Choice, Boston, 1941, p.2l6' . 

2. Ibid. 



, 

v ry ",mall one, yet it must be discernible. This fact is the basia of , 

Gestalt psychology, and one dlf the founders of Gestalt theory, KBhler, 
, , 

even proposes to build on it a theory of ethtcs. His proposal is interest-
- OF, ~ -

, 

ing. Not only does he envisage an ethics firmly founded in the facts of , 
, 

, 

eVblution,he also arrives at the concept of field as the essential ethical 
" ' 

, 

concept . ', There are two ,.,ays to build up such an ethical theory: 

'i-le can either compare value situations with physical 
situations in genera'l ; or we can apply ' the same procedure 
to val ue situations and such particular situations in ' 
nature as " are d:l,rectly related to value experiences, 
namely t:t:e somatic correlate of valuesittlations in the 
brain of man. ' I prefer the se<;:ond alternative. 1 

, 
, , , 

, " 

. . ~ . 
, " . . ,. . 

The following passage gives the outline of the " theory. That" Kohl,er arrives 
. . . . . '.' . . . . '. 

, 

at the concept of field as the central concept is natural, for that con-
.. . . . . 

, , ' - ." . 

cept is the ' central term in Gestalt t:t:eory. 
" i . -

, , 
• 

, , 

" . 
It 'yi11 no ioilger be denied that any perceptual object 
is soma~ically represented by a cortical process, and 
that in each .. case this process is located in some parti-
cular part of the tissue. Similarly; the self .. ' . is 
represented by a complex of processes; : We have every reason 
to assllme that the ,location of this latter complex differs , 
from that of a. process which corresponds to an object. " ' 
NOI", in the case of , a value s Hua tion the percept in ',' 
question has qualities >which ,made ' it valuable. These ", ' 
qualities as such wehav:e decw.dednot to discuss; ' But we ' , , ' 
have found that no such quality a16rie· constitut~sa.cti.l.e.1. "', . ' 
value, because all objects which are ' valUable ' are squ~tes ' " 
of positive or negative demands. For. the most :part these 
are demands upon the self which , they either attract or 
repel. If we ask ourse l ves what somatic facts in the 
tissue could be the correlates of such demands we are at 

, once reminded of the :physi~al concept "field.".;. vle tr;y , 
to relate the phenomenol ogy of value situations with " , 
corresponding somatic sit\lations, and find that a demand 
extends from a value object to the self just as a field ' 
in the brain would issue from an object process and affect 
the somatic correlate of the self.2 

Thus the situational field cor~esponds to a field within the brain -

, 

1. Wolfgang K~hler, 
No.8, p. 210. 

"Yalue and Fact," Journal 
. a 

of Philosophy, 
, . Yol. XLI, 

2. Ibi~., pp. 210, 212. 
" 



This application of the field concept t o the brainGestalt can only be 

fruitful , if the brain Gestalt is seen agains t the background of the sit -

uational field - that is, if the relation bet"leen mind and object corres -

ponds to a wider Gestalt, namely that of the situation. The brain Gestalt 

is to the situational Gestalt a differentialias the situational Gestalt 

itself is a differential of the vlhole life process and the latter a • 

differential of Reality itself. The concept of the Situation, as Allport 

has pointed out, 1 has "considerably broader r eference" than the Gestalt 

concept. "It is more than a mere perceptual field." The concept of the 

situational fiel~ is a broader application of the physical field concept 

than that used by Gestalt theory. 

• • • • • • . . , . • , 

• • , l 
•• 

- • • • 

The relationship betvreen consciousness and object on the surface of 

• 

the sitl1ational cone, thus/is characterized by the interplay of the mental 

and object fie lds . The mental field s"eeps over the surface of the situa-

tional cone and meets the objects. The fields of the objects are very small, 

they oscillate on the same surface, taking in more or less of the "ide 

mental field , depending on "he ther they are events, objects, circumstances, 

signs, or symbols. As symbols their fields are able to reach right into 

the center of the surface circl e, into the center of the mind. The mind 
• 

is then itself jmmersed in the thing, it is in a sup~emely meaningful situa-

. tion. The sector of the surface cut out by the tbtngs as signs is smaller, 

and so dm-m, u.'1til the field bet"een the thing as event and mind is only ' 

a line. On the other hand, the "hole .lidth of the surface pulsates "ith 

the power of the mind, its range of vision and comprehension . It shrinks 

in sleep into almost nothing, and expands in waking hours, depending on 

the mind's concentration. In other words, the surface circle is a function 

of the povrer of the situational consciousness. 
F' 

1. Allport, Gordon W., "Dewey's Individual and Social Psychology," 
Philosophy of John,Devrey, Paul Arthur Schilpp ed., p . 279 f. , 

in The , 
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That is to say, the teleological value of the thing is the vector which 

represents the mind's attention and which catches the thing, as it were, 

in the light cone of its concentration. Depending on the magnitude and 

direction of the vector the thing is an object or a sign, a circumstance 

or a symbol, or, if the vector approaches zero, an event; in that latter 

case the value of the thing also approaches zero • 
• 

At the same time, our situational Gestalt shows that the ohject is 

connected "Tith the entire depth of the individual's consciousness in the 

vertical dimension of time. For, as the radius of the conic base grows or 

shrinks, the height of the cone decreases or increases, provided the slant 

height remains the same. Thus 'Then the individual sleeps and the surface 

circle shrinks to its smallest width, the height of the cone becomes deepest-

here it is when we delve into the depths of the subconscious' • On the 

other hand, when the surface circle widens and concentration is spread far 

over the region of awareness, the subconscious: . depth is the smaller the 

larger the circle of "Tide-a,~ake attention. The field of the mind-in- . 
• 

situation thus is a three-dimensional field: it is the conscious field on 

the surface, consisting of imagination, awareness, and anticipation, and the 
• 

subconscious . . . . , field,of memory, from which the surface field draws its , 

strength. The three fields are at right angles to each other; the field of 

a"Tareness has its maximum in the present and loses strength both in the 

direction of the past and that of the future. Awaremess is the mind's 

clear-cut area, "Thile the subconscious • may be regarded as the mind's 

particular field. 

• 

In mind there is a central illuminated area, the area of 
full consciousness, '~hich is directly open to inspection 
and observation. Taking this area as the centnal struc
ture of Mind, the"field" of Mind then comes to mean that 
area of its functions and activities which falls below 
the "threshold" of consciousness, which remains unillu
minated and dark, which cannot, therefore, be known by 
direct inspection and which, as in the cases of the other 

be rtained its indirect effectsf 
~~O;i ...;.. -----

• 

• 

• 
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While the conscious area represents the mind's activity in space, 

which is ahlays present , the subconscious field represents it in time. 

The : latter cons titute the peculiar activity of mind, and in particular 

of t he teleological mind, that draws its strength and ~irection from the 

wealth of experiences accumulated by the race and deposited in it. Smuts 

sees this singular role of the mind, its feeding in the present from the 

sources of the past and its divination of the future. 
• 

The activities of Mind below the level of consciousness 
are most important for Mind as a whole. It is in this 
subconscious area or field of its activities that Mind 
especially feels the pressure of the past and to some 
extent the pull of the future. The time factor is even 
more important for the field of Mind than it is for the 
other fields previously consL&ered. The central struc
ture of Mind f1lnctions in the full blaze of conscious
ness in the present; but it is surrounded by a field of 
the greatest importance "lhere the past and the future 
respectively hold sway. Mind, therefore, integrates the 
past and the future with the present; mental activity 
is a synthesis which unifies all its time in the present 
moment of f 1lnctioning. And it is thus enabled to act 
with far more holistic effect than either matter or life 
is able to do. Let us cnnsider for a moment the in
fluence which the past and t he future exercise on the 
present in mental activity. 

• 

The contribution of the past is t"10fold. In the first 
place there is the experience of the past in the in
dividual life which has fallen into the bacltground of the 
Mind and is no longer directly remembered. Yet this 
experience, as is well known, has a most powerful in
fluence on the conscious present of the experiencing 
subject •.•• In the debating chamber of the present it 
may not speak, but it votes, and its silent - vote is often 
decisive . ... The second contribution of the past comes 
from farther baclt. It is the contribution of the hered
itary stuucture as modified by ancestral experience, 
which lies behind all individual experience. And in many 
,o/ays its oontribution is even more significant than that 
of past individual experience. It gives us our fundamen
tal bias, our points of vie"T, our temperament, our in
stinctive reactions and our particular individual ,o/ays 
of looking at persons and things. There is in each human 
individual a distinct ive basis of Personality composed 
of these elements "Thich cannot be traced to individual 
experience and which is given by his hereditary structure 
and ancestral past. In many ways it is the most im-

• 
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• 
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p r t ant part of our personal make-up. I t i s not con
scious or crltical or rational in its activity, but it 
cons t itutes t he permanent backgronnd of the to1ind and t he 
Personality behind all individual experience and develop
ment . E).llerience, reasoning, criticism usually make no 
impression on it. I like or dislike somebody instinctive
ly and at first sight, and nothing thereafter alters my 
attitude to him. There is nothing analytical about it, 
and its action is purely massive. Generally the result 
of this massive hereditary memory could be best described 
as a "feel" or sensing, and intuitive reading or subcon
scious judgment of a person or thing or situation, Hhich 
cannot be further analysed to any good purpose. Great 
wisdom and judgment no l ess than prejudices and passions 
us ually have their source in that distant past and rest 
on no analysable evidence in the individual experience. l • 

Thus Smuts anchors ideol ogical consciommess in the evolutionary layers. 

He is equally acut e in his analysis of the mind's handling of the future. 

• 

The most signi ficant element, however, in the "field" of 
Mind concerns the future , and makes the future an opera
tive factor in the present mental activity. Mind does 
this t l>..rough purpose ; pu..-rpose is the function of Mind by 
vhich it cont emplates some future disired end and makes 
the i dea of this end exert its full force in the present • 
Thus I f orm a purpose to go on a hnnting expedition for 
my next holiday, and this purpose fOlWS a complex synthesis 
and sets going a ,·,hole series of plans and actions all in
tended to give effect to the purpose., Thus in purpose the 
future as an object in my mind becomes operative in the 
present and sets going and controls a long train of acts 
l ead:i.ng up to the execution of the purpose. The conscious 
purpose , the end as delibertely envisaged and intended, 
falls, of course, "Tithin the conscious inner area of !-1ind; 
but numerous subs idiary elements in the plan 1<Quld operate 
subconscio1ls ly and thus af.fect only the field of Mind .2 

• 

l·fnat Smuts here descri bes i.s preciselJ~ theethical process as described 

by Nicolai Hartmann in greater detail. I-fany of the "numerous subsidiary 

elements in the plan" 1·/hich operate subconsciously have been treated in our 

discussion of the second phase of the process. NmT '"e have only to consider 
• 

the subconscious field as a whole, as the deep height of the circular cone , 

in vThich t he evolutionary l ayers are arranged • 
• 

1. Smuts, op. cit., p. ?54 f . 
• 

2. Ibid, P ... 258. 
-

• 

• • 



Time as a thmught arranges itself spatially, as does every thought. 

The spatiality of time expresses itself in the picture of layers; in many 

languages the ,vord "history" has a derivative that denotes horizontal 

layers, like the English ,vord "s tory", or the German word Geschichte . 

(set of layers). 
• 

Fritz Kaufmannl has recognized this transformation of the temporal 

process of hist~ry into a quasi-spatial structure as one of the secrets . 

in the ethical co~tent of Thomas Mann' novels,2 and of reality in general . 

He shm-Ts the Gestalt of the ethical as figure on the background of the mata-
. 

physical, the super-imposition of Ethics and Mythos . Man is ethical only 
• 

"Then filled with the subconscious:. knowledge of his cosmic role and 

accepting that role and enjoying ' it; when,in our terminology, he is "well-

born", when he has an evolutionally well developed consciousness.. The 
. 

a priort of value:i.s the deeply fouIlded a priori of man's cosmic existence 
• 

and desti1!!jY. • 

The secret knowledge of his own allotment is the a priort 
element in the history of every human being . The wiliing- ' 
ness to follow out one 's destiny endoVls life with inner 
calm, self-collectedness, and unity of purpose,3 

it gives direction to the axis of mCrality over and beyond the call of the 

present situation. This secret knowledge also is the secret of teleological 
.. 

l. "The World as 'dill and Representation : Thomas Mann's Philosophical 
Novels /' Philosophy and Phenomenological Research , Vol. IV, No . 3 
March, 1944, pp . 305' f. ' , . 

2. Also cf. in this conneetion Kaufmann's reference to the,",o/ell of the 
past" in the J oseph novel and to Thomas Mann~s use of leit-motives, 
"leading fOT\-Tard and back\,rard, they tend to arrest the very time that 
seems to be 'the condition of life and narration;' they suspend and 
crystallize it in a present that 'presents' everything at the same time: 
cf. Zauberb'erg vol.II, p.j9l': Ibi-a., p.306. 

. . 

3. Ibid., p. 305. Cf. John EJ.of Boodin, "Russell's Metaphysics," The 
Philosonhy of Bertrc.nd Russell, Paul A. Schilpt, ed., p. 504, concerning 
a pri'or'"I as e-v~olut"{onary resultant. 
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choice, which kaufmann, like Smuts and Thomas Mann, sees grounded in the sUb-

conscious .;; layers: 
-

This ~or fati is the power that attracts and embraces 
vTha te""v""'e"'-r-f'na="l;":;t...-:'S in with our appointed role, giving 
personal meaning to what seems purely accidental, gain
ing wisdom from suffering, and making even life's de
tours a step toward the appointed goal; this, the in
comprehensible We that "lived, strove, and sought within 
us, and found the right way at last, of~en unconsciously, 
after long gropi'Jg and many goings astray,"l 

• 

leads us along our COUTse. As ,Te said before - and as Ive must remember 

• 

in orlielt' to JlDEl!a'Y.'·s~!It:'1nd the come of the past in our mode 1.- in the atomic, 

genetic basis of his personality, man is connected with all creation. 

Thus he spins out his lifeline on the background of the "mythos," - Reality 

as subconsciously apprehended,2 the Ultimate Gestalt - a small figure 

drawn against the vast background of Reality - but drawn in proportion to 

the phylogenetic conte~t in the moral consciousness. The potentiality of 

the circular surface is proportionate to the depth of the cone: "A man 

becomes what he essentially is in proportion as he fulfills the law 
• 

of a supra-individual context reaching far back into the past and pointing 

forward into a distant futurej-"3 fulfilling a life wherein, in the words 

of Goethe, "the j?ast lives on for ever, future becomes the actual endeavor" 
, 

and "the moment is eternity," the moment lThich he also calls "a powerful 

deity. " 

The layer-aspect of consciousness appears not only in language but 

as many-sided scientific fact. Past ages of the earth are de termined by 

the layers in the earth's st:::-ata and so are past ages in history . . Con-

----------------_ .. ----.. _. ----.. ----------------------------
1. Ibid • 

• 

2. And eX'lminad by C. .J. JU'lg and his followers. See above p. 23, 
footnote 1. 

3. Kaufmann, .9J2.. cit., p . 305· 



• , • .. ~ " ~ . . " . 
n 1'i rings are the layers of history in trees, and a connection han 

b en found bet\veen them and the periodic activity of the sum in sunspot 

2 
cycles. l In psychology the layers of consciousness playa central role, 

an aspect of consciousness that is being called the "topegraphical aspect 

of the Self. "3 The "topogra.phical situations of the mind," that is, its 

I 
structural layers, are called by Freud the conscious, foreconscious, and 

unconscious. The largest segment is the unconscious, which, in our term-
, 

inology, would comprise all the evolutionary layers from the atomic genetic 

up to the animalic or zoological - including the vegetable or botanic, the 

biological or cellular, the chemical or molecular, and the atomic 0 phy-

'sical level. The foreconscious is the lower side of the situational sur-

face, a small secti,on of- y, from which the mind "calls up" its energy 

whenever needed. And the conscious is the situational surface and a cer-

tain region above it, a small section of ~y. The forces active in the 

consciousness and spinning it around are the Id, the Ego, and the Super-

Ego, the Id stirring mainly in the unconscious layers but breaking through 

occasionally even i nto the conscious segment, the Ego mainly in the con-

scious but reaching as far down as the unconscious, and the Super Ego 

" 
, I " 

1. Harlan True Stetson, S~spots and Their Effects, NeVl York 1937, p.27ff., 
Vlhere he relates the search of Professor A. E. Douglass for certain 
missing tree patterns to fit into his chronology, Vlhich ended in spec
imens detected through patterns on Indio pottery of the corresponding 
period. 

2. It is regrettable that LeVlin's Topological Psychology does not treat 
more fully the vertical dimension of consciousness • 

3· 
. 

Brown, Psychology and the Social Order, p. 314 Vlith references to 
Leibniz, Schopenhauer, Eduard von Hartmann, Nietzsche. On the 
connection betvleen Freud and Schopenhauer see Thomas Mann, Schopenhauer 
p. 28 f., and Freud und die Zukunft, Wien 1936, pp. 21 f. Thomas 1 

Mann sees the "secret point of contact" between Schopenhauer and Freud 
in Schopenhaner's essay "On the Apparent Purpose in the Fate of the 
Individual ," that is, in the interpretatiol} of teleological dynamic. 
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r aching dOlffi to the unconscious and beyond the conscious into the future. 

This, al!:cording to Freud is only possible, if its roots are deeply anchored 

in the unconscious. That is, as vie said, the energy for the leap must be 

summoned from the very depths of the personality. Only a personality 

deeply anchored in nature and with the forces of consciousness soundly 

evolutionally arranged can perform the leap and become a teleological 

agent. • 

It would be interesting, and may be a promising project, to adapt 

Freudian psychology to our psychological teleology. Alexanderl already 

has developed a theory of criminology based on the assumption that some 

individuals fail to develop a superego. Alexander's study is more concerned 

with the social implications of that deficiency. It would be interesting 

to trace its roots into the unconscious and find the reasons why indiv-
• a make of 

iduals become thus deficient. Is it /. the "enviroll!l]ent?" Or is it a 

deficiency of their evolutionary make-up? Is it a faulty direction of the 

evolutionary axis, due to a faulty torque given it by its genetic moorings? 

Maybe that OUT situational model could reach more d.eeply into consciousness 

than even KBhler 's projected theory and that we could project the ethical 

not only into brain fields but even into the very foundations of person

ality, the gene .fields. Perhaps the genes are the pr·imary and primal 

ethical organs. Perhaps they are the magnetons that spin around an axis 

and give man its gyroscopic stability. That spinning can,of course/never 

be observed, due to the correspondence principle that prevents an intimate 

observation of the living while living, but it could be calculated I~j;th the 

help of the formulas of atomic physics, in the way begun by SchrBdinger.2 

Here is another ta3:~ for future research. 

----------_._. ------------------------------
1. F. Alexander and 

Nevi York, 1931. 
H. Staub, ~)::~.~riminal, the Jud~e ·and the Public. 

2. Hhat is Life / C"""bridge. 1944. , _ 



Be this as it may, the arrangement of consciousness in horizontal layers 

is an acknowledged instrument of psychological science, and the deep cone 

of consciousness below our situational surface a legitimate representation. 

As the surface oscillates back and forth with the strength or weakness of 

attention, the depth of the cone pulsates in the inverse ratio. The larger 

the conscious situation the small er the unconscious part, the smaller the 

situation the larger the unconscious part. This is again an acknowledged 

fact, arising from the first law of energy, namely that in a system only 

a certain amount of energy is present which may be used one way or another, 

but cannot be increased unless a particular energy-suppl ying action occurs. 

Such an action is, as we shall see, the teleological process. But in average 
. . 

situations there is a fixe d amount of energy, which can be used either as 

outward attention to the surface Situation, or as inward attention to the con-
• 

ic depth - either horizontally or vertical ly. If it is used horizontally, 

proportionatel y less is avail ab l e for introspection; if it is used vertically, 

proportionately less is avail able for extroversion . 
• 

Teleologically this interdependence of the conscious and the sub-

conscious is of great importance. An effective teleological energy, we 

said, is a situational factual ene~gy. An ineffective parateleological 

energy, on the other hand, is a non-situational freakish energy. That is to 

say, the more an energy adheres to the aynamic facts of a situation the 

better is it teleologically, and the less.an energy adheres to the facts 

of the situation the worse is it te l eologically. It is over some of the 

parateleological quadrants of imagimation. Thus it dreams, even though 

in broad daylight. But a dreaming consciousness is the consciousness of the 

smallest Situation, that 0f sleep. The day-dreaming person is not really 

awake; he dwells in the depth of the cone, and the surface circle is small. 

In other words, if the person dwells in the parateleological quadrants _ 
, 

II, III, IV - the 1twe~si0n, 0~ Imagination is really small, for the 
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vertical dimension is deep. Only as the person wakes up the surface circle 

Widens, the aepth of the cone contracts, the subconscious levels move closer 

to the surface and the dreaming, gradually, is converted into wide -a,·/ake 

attention to the task of the day. It follo~/s that a teleologically "good" 

situation will be one in which the energies of the person are well balanced 

between dreaming and acting, freakishmess and factualness, a sound relation 

of being asleep and being awak~.l 

V1hile the right balance is partly a matter of the moral consciousness, 

it is also partly a matter of the situation (in the sense of surface situa -

tion). A person will be in the right environment ~/hen the surface situation 

is neither so large and complex, that it taxes his energies too much, nor 

so small and Simple, that it leaves too many energies unused. A too small 

situation is one which can be handled with a minimum of energy. Such a 

si tuation offers no challenge and does not develop the teleologically 

ethical element in the person. If there are potentially more energies in 

him it is an evil situation. The actual smallness of the situation length-

ens the conic depth, and the surplus energy, since it cannot be a situational 

one - the situation being narrowly circnmscribed by the individual's daily 

routine - must vent itself in non-situational activity, that is in dreamlike 

activity corresponding to the long and deep unused unconscious. Such dream-

like activity consists in figments of the imagination, expressed in gossip, 

spreading of rumor, often centering around sexual subjects, prudeness and 

rigidity that become intolerance, partly in order to emphasize suppressed 

emotions, partly to prevent other and more ambitious souls to go ahead and 

break the contented circle, thus rE:flecting unfavorablU on those ~Tithin it. 

Since man is a great potant1.al e!,ergy and able to In.e.ster s Ituations as 

---------_. -'---'-- ------' _ ... _ .. _-----_. 
1. Therefore test que"';;.01'.!': "!!" 1;c the sleeping ,,~~; ~s of thE: candidate 

",QuId b e releva~.i.. 
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o 

large as the glebe and even the universe, the self-limitation of most ot 

us is an easy way of economizing energy but also a vicious way.of renun-

ciating our h1lrnan potentialities. Relatively few are the ambitious in-

dividuals who stretch their potentialities to the maxim1lm. The. great mass 

of people is fixed totheir factory seats, their office chairs, their front 

po~ches, This ' fixation, in most cases, is not only a spatial, but a 

mental and personal one. It is accompanied by intel}.ectusl self-limitation, 

fixation to specific frames of reference; there are also intellectual 

front-porch sitters - professional intellectuals whose situation is 

equally, and even more dangerously circ1lmscribed, than that of the spatial 

front porch sitters, for they are actually intellectual nomads '~ho, in 

order to appear solid, stick to certain formulas • 
• 

All these are forms of parateleological "disvelopment", forms of 

mind to be avoided if one wants success. Success is only possible for 

the wide open mind. That is, in terms of our model, continuous increase 

of the radius of situational a'-Tareness. It is in view of the situational 

Gestalt, a scientifically impossible task to make men teleologically good 

in small situations. Awareness must take in a larger segment in space, 

time and imagination. A scientist, in particular, has today too much 

energy available to content himself with situations that do not challenge 
• 

his powers. His situations :;;mc;:u,sc:,.,.;.t be open. An open situation is one that 

temporally, spatially and imaginatively ranges over as far an area as 

possible. This does not only mean that one should bodily roam over a 

wide area - world-wide travel should be an obligatory part of future 

education - but that his mind shall take vivid part in the events in all 

parts of the globe. He must be eg·,tally open to h~.f.·c~ry and to the 

possibility of the fUt11:::'0· ::n such a wide matrix lie will be able to make 

d t 1 · . t ff' . ..., his choice effectively em ac ua lze 1 e lClenv···Y. A test of awareness 

and profic:l.ency in the ~hrec :!':. 'ens ions of space, t';'mc', and i:naginat:'on. 

• 

• 



tllerefore, would give a clue to future success. 

Considering our situational Gestalt as a whole, we notice tvlO 

principle features: 

(1) The teleological goodness or badness of a situation becomes 
• 

manifest in the width of its surface circle. A narrow surface circle 

is bad, a wide one is good. The mani,fe s t te le olog-:' ?:..;1:_!l:;;,....;:;s..;:i'""t.;;;u;,;;~'""t..;:i-"o'-n .I~ s ide ~ 

in its dimension of awareness. 
• • 

(2) The most important characteristic is the a:lgle at the vertex 

of the model, y . When y is obtuse, the situatioa ts large, when it 
' . ' 

is acute, it is small. Teleological g~odJess and baGleSS thus depend 

on the width of y. 

, 

• 
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The Situational Model. 
, 

Diagram 1 shows the moral situation in side view and Diagram 2 in 

top view. Diagram 3 shows the close-up of the three-fold teleological 

process. 
, 

1. Side Vie,~. 

The side vie~1 shows all three dimensions of the situation, 

the plane of imaginatdlon, with the x-axis of a~lareness and the i-axis 

of imagination, and vertical to the plane the y-axis of situational 

potential consciousness . Below the plane we see thecone of consciousness 
, , 

reaching down to the genetic layer, at angle , above the plane is 

the future with angle ~ at the vertex. The y-axis reaches from the 

distant past to the distant future, going through the zero point, as do 

the coordinates x and i. 

2. Top Viell. 

The top view shows the dimensions of Awareness and of Imagination. 

The former coordinates determine teleological action, the latter determine 

teleological thinking, and paratelological action. The whol e area of the 

circle depends on angle r . But within that area , whatever its size 

due to y - which determines the depth of the consciousness - awareness 

and imagir~tion are able to make selections horizontally, of things as 

circ'uIDstances of potentiality. 

3. Close-up of the Three -fold Teleological Process. 

We obtain the close-up by drawing the triangle 61 Al 81 , which 

represents the potential value of the present situation, that i~ the 

teleological structure on which its future development is based: 01 

Al (~) the axis of a,~arenes'3, 01 81 (s) the axis of 3.nticipation. The 

line S:!. A.l (") , connectit1;. ':.>,:) "011ntj'lrj~e of llituat1.""al antiCipation 



and situational a'~areness 
- the situational boundaries in time and space _ 

may be called the roof of the situation toward the future. Next we set 
At as the teleological goal ith ,ne er in imagination nor in the situation 

itself, but in the real future of the Situation, perpendicular over Al 

at heigllt 81 •1 He then connect A t with 81, 

The First Phase. 
• 

Looking at the r ectangle end its diagonals Sl Al and 

01 At, we make our first discovery of a pOint overlooked by Nicolai 

Hartmann. It concerns the first phase of the threefold teleological 
. . , 

process, the leap, the setting of the ideal. We di scover that there are 

tvlO "ideals." The one is A', the other is Sl' 81 is the situation's top 

against the fut ure; it exists at the end of the y-axis, that is in my 

consciousnes:s. lihat is it? The answer is obvious, although it has not 

been made explicit by Nicola i Hartmann - as 1t has by St. Augustine' and 

others who have dealt with the time of consciousness. I t is the antiCipated 

1uture as existing in the now, of my p~esent consciousness. It is the 

activity of the leap into the future, existip~ now in the present situation -
• 

for here I am nO'I. If I want to become a doctor, 81 is my present will 

to become the doctor. As such it is my. ideal., viewed as my will. , , But 

there is a lso the representation in my consciousness of the situatio~ of 

my being a doctor. That situation as set in t~e future does not yet .exist , 

in reaH ty at all, not even in the s1 tua tional future . It lies 1n a 

hypothetical entirely indeterminate future , which cen only become stt-

uational future through phase three. While the l 1ne 01 Sl represents the 

anticipation of ~e future, the po1nt A' represents a future anticipated. 

The leap therfore, the first phase 

Bspect. As 

-----_._-----
1 See s.beve 'P. 

of the ethical process, has a double 

, , , 
• 

• 



and situational awareness - the situational boundaries in time and space -

may be called the roof of the situation toward the future. Next we set 

A' as the teleological goal, neither in imagination nor in the situation 

itself, but in the real future of the situation, perpendicular over Al 

at height Sl.l ~le then connect A' with Sl, AI, and 01. 

The First Phase. 
A' 

Looking at the rectangle 01 Al/Sl and its diagonals Sl Al and 

01 A r, .Te make our first discovery of a point overlooked by Nicolai 

Hartmann. It concerns the first phase of the threefold teleological 
• • 

process, the leap, the setting of the ideal. ~le discover that there are 

tYro "ideals." The one is A I, the other is Sl' Sl is the situation r s top 

against the future; it exists at the end of the y-axis, that is in my 

consciousnes:s . ~1ha t is it? The anSVTer is obvious, although it has not 

been made explicit by Nicolai Hartmann - as it has by St. Augustine and 

others .Tho have dealt with the time of consciousness. It is the anticipated 

future as existing in the now of my present eonsciousness. It is the 

activity of the leap into the future, existing now in the present situation -

for here I am nO.T. If I Yrant to become a doctor, Sl is my present will 

to become the doctor. As such it is my ideal, vie.Ted as my will. But 

there is also the representation in my consciousness of the situation of 

my being a doctor. That situation as set in the future does not yet .exist 

in reality at all, not even in the situational future. It lies in a 

hypothetical entirely indeterminate future, .Ihich can only become att-

uational future through phase three. \{hile the line 01 Sl represents the 

anticipation of the future, the point A' represents a future ~nticipated. 

The leap therfore, the first phase of the ethical process, has a double 

aspect. As a process it 4,,; . ':H:.'1 4 l". ~h.e :?T~sent altuatinn Bnd r~".)ity 1:~-:;1£ , 

------------------
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12stiOl":L, is pre.ciselyt" e question iW'hich can onl¥ be decided after phase 

tl:mee. As Lr..e "eleo_ogi C.IL consciol..lsr:.ess leaps f rvera. i" sets , as leap -

it sets A I. Dealing with the 

teleoLogical 51 t'l'atUin 'oJe %"now that A I was set; but that 

i a af'ter-thought. While we leap we don't 'know whether we leap sitnationally 

or not. Let us a.gree that the leap actually occurred si tua t10nally , 

fa~t'Ut;lUy ~ I and not i'reakishly, and that the point A' (as drawn in Diagram 

3) does ~present the point to which I have leaped and in which I have set 

my valu.e potential, in auordance with situational potentiality, exactly 

over AI' !fJY imagination then was night, it was jmagineer ing . I have 

set a value potential that can actu.ally be realized. - • Thus 

the line 0 lA' conesponds to a situational teleological leap and not a 

non-situationsl parateleological l eap. 

N01-1 let us trace the course of the leal', the first phase of the ethical 

process, ,t~~ leap" a,s, re:pre~enta,tion, 01 A' not the leap as vlill 0'1 81 . 

The leap is completely safe as long as it takes place in the situation 

that 1.8, \TUM 0 tril3n£le 0 1 A 1 ~ . This seetion of the leap is represented 

It 18 n~t roslly a le~, but the activity of selection 
, 
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and choice preceding it, the estimation of the present circumstances -

an activity who.ch John Dewey has called "situational inquiry ." This 

inquiry is a process of situation-searching. It proceeds by the mind's 

search-light scanning horizontally over the circle in Diagram 2 - the 

radius of ",hich is line 01 Al in Diagram 3 - as "'ell as under it in the 

past and along the "roof" of the situation, its possibilities for the 

future; like a battleship whose searchlight looks for enemy surface craft, 

enemy submarines, and enemy planes. One such ray is 01 H, the mind's 

find of the point beyond which lies the situational future. The point H 

represents the situational feature at which the mind leaps off, the integral 

point that concentrates the situation's potential meaning, fts good, er 

teleological value as represented in a concrete object or group of circ1Jm-
, 1 7 , , 

stances. Thus H is the highest pOint l to whdch an object can rise - for 

beyond H is unreality. The line BT, thus, represents the teleological 

object's temporal dimension. At T (for thing) its time is 0, that is it,is 

event, ",hile at H (for height) it is _ s 
. 2 

• 

• Thus, we have a relation 

between the teleological object and the teleological consciousness in the 

time dimension. Temporally, the immersion of the consciousness in a thing, 

even as symbol, can never be more than one half of the consciousness' sit-

uational height, or its anticipatory energy. A thing in other words, can 

never contain as much future as consciousness itself. 

The temporal dimension of the thing is a function of angle ~ (for 

"leap"), HOi T, thgeg
,0f}' of which depends on the length of S. The imaginary 

dimension of the thing, that is, its Circumstantial, significative, or 

symbolic nature, is determined by the ~ngle on the circular plane, as 

we see in Diagram 2. Here we find the role of the i-axis: the more space 

_ ____ ~ __ -. --._.--._.----____ 7·-.--,7.-'-' __________________ • _______________________ . ____ • 
. '0" ~7 

L .Cf tlie max1mum range o£ a projectile at angle 450 • Angle ~ = !~5° 
g1 Vt!llll 1)'\ 01lt' lnoJ.r>l t . .bo 'AAx1 m\1m pf. t.J:.P, m:!.nd' s pr~~"' ,' !';;' (Ul .. nto t he future. 

• 

• 

• 
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on the circular plane the thing comprises , Hith the more imagi.nation is it 

being end01fed by the consciousness. The thing is completely and sufficient-

ly described by Q and ). ; the most varied combinations of aesthetic and 

ethical objects can be constructed with these two coordinates. l 

, • 

1. When .1 is zero and Q is 900 , then the thing is an actual thing in 
the situation endm-led or imbued with a maximum of imagination, that is, it 
is the maximum of a CirC\lIDstance. But it is not a symbol, for to be a 
symbol it must have significance for the future. In this case ). ought 
to be of a certain magnitude. If), is more than 900 and up to 1800 

• 

then the thing is completely imaginary and has little or no connection "'ith 
the actual situation. If Q at the same time is beyond 900 , then the thing 
is a freak that is, it points into a non-situational future. If Q is 
between 806and 2700 then again it is a thing that has nothing to do with the 
actual situation, and also little imagination connected with it. In this 
case is is a mere event. If). a t the same time, is between 1800 and 2"700 

it pOints back",ard rather than fonTard, and the thing is a symptom of a 
past traumatic situation. If Q is bet"'een 2700 and 3600 , the thing has 
connection "ith the present but no imagination connected with it. In this 
case it is a mere object of aYlareness. If at the same time ). is betvleen 
2700 and 3600 it again points backward, and the thing is one of memory. In 
all, we get the following tables: 

I 

, 

I , 
Q,uadrant Thing I I , 

I I • , , 

I I , , 

1 ! fact; situational circumstance; sign or symbol of I 
I s,H,ua t.i.ona 1 development. I I ' 

2 
, 

freak ! , 
I , 

~ ' , , . , , 
I , 

3 I I , symptom ! 

:& I 
4 object; object of memory I , , , , -

II 

i r ----;----------------------, 

Thing Q,uadrant 

2 

_....;....; -: __ .;;, :.!!~o~l~o.:.f..::;tr~a~l~lm~a~t::;i~c:....:s::i:.!:t~u~a~t_=_i!:on~. ____ " 
traumatic c tance. 

, 
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The thing, in the projection of Diagram 3, is in all its dimensions 

and in its maximum size as symbol represented by rectangle T Al P H, 

where P is the ideal representation in the consciousness of the thing as 
• 

value, again an important new characteristic of the teleological situation. 

Rectangle 01 T H R, on the other hand, gives us the thing as situational 

object and circumstance, .'ith ° 1 R the process of consciousness concentrating 

on the thing, or the thiIJg,. ~ Jiirected intention. 

From H consciousness leaves off for the dangerous part of the leap, 

the portion H A'. Here, theoretically, anything is possible. COBsciousness, 

although guided by the line of previous situational inquiry 01 H, is, 

situa tionally speaking, in empty space. It has leaped off into the . '. 

nothing of possibilities, it is absolutely free, like.a peet in his imagina. 

tion. Therefore the line HA' is dralffi in dots, meaning "imaginary" but 

in our case "imagineering", - since A' is over the x-axis and the leaping 

consciousness does not poetize, but sets a valid ideal; something that c~ 

be realized. It is free in its imagination, but it carries the responsib-

ility for and projection of, its own future. This direction, hOl"ever, is 

the result of much trial and error, both in swaying back and forth, and 

hither and thither. If it sways back and forth it does so along the line H 

A' and no hallli can come to it. In the worst case consciousness returns to 

H, resting there to start anew and become either the Daedalus or the Iltarus 

of the situation. If it becomes the Ikarus it can only fall back along 

line 01 A' and nothing worse can happen than that the world is an ideal 

:poore1". If .it becomes Daedalus it l~ill safely reach its goal A'" 

If i t sl~ays hither and thither the situation is more serious. It l'Tould 

mean that it would not keep straight over the x-axis but would sway t.o th!' 

right .and left above '" + . ... _ .. . ~'t' .r. 
• 
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of imagination. It may even sway so heav"ily as act1lally t o revolve into 

Quadrants II and III. That would mean tha t it ,Tould in the degree of its 

swaying deviate from the straightforward path toward A'. In this case 

the question arises whether, in view of a l l the temptations and determents 

aroused in it by the straight and very narrow path over the x-axis, IDr 

whether it will become deflected and thus come under the definite influ-

ence of ~he ever lurking imaginary. Imagination, in other words, must be 

continuous l y checked and ultimately determined by the actuality of the 

situation, and this, as we have seen, wi ll always be t he case with a 

sound consciousness . 

The road to A t thus is strewn with innumerable difficulties, both in 

the section 01 H and the pr eceding zero situa tion1 , the activi t y of the 

:Imagination, and l a ter in the section HA ' , wi th its even greater peril s . 

" 

In addition, there are other peri l s, connected with the r elation between 

s.r. and A I. The r ectangle 01 A 1 A I 81 is a Gesta l t in which no feature 

" 

can be changed without the vThole Gestalt being changed. 'rhus, if the deter-

mination represented by 01 Sl should fa lter, if even that line Vlould sway 

or s lide upward and downward, then A', would do l ikewise and the chance of 

the te leologica l consciousness of ever reaching AI would be very slim. 

The movement of 01 81 again depends on the angle r ' as will be seen more 

clearly l ater (Diagram 4 ). Thus the main conditidm f'or r eaching A', after 

the Gestalt of the leap has been set up, is steadiness of . y' concentration 
" 

of the whole situational Gestalt, composure and stability of the layers of 
, 

consciousness down to the deepest. Only in such a case can the goal be aet 

situationally effectively. Other.lise the line 51 A I represents a well kno.m 

------------ ... ,.' .-... . - . . ", 

. , -- ~. - - .. ~.-... - ...... --.- .--_. ----------, -.. -.. -.. '-. " .- --- . -~ ..... .... _- .- _ . -

" 

1 . See above pp. Tf. 
• 

" . -

• 
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condition - the road to hell which is paved with good intentions. 

Sllies at the end of s, A' at the end of v, . The line s represents 

the will to va luate, the line v represents the valuation itself . Both are 

activities of the consciousness, as indeed are all the lines of r ectangle 

01 Al Alf Q1 in one way or ,another. B t · d'" h ~- u :s an '( ave a particularly c lose 

connection. They constitute the closes t two aspects of the whole process, 

the goal-set ting will and the goal- setting intellect. Both are parts of 

the same power . The energy of consciousness s splits off, so to speak, 

in the zero point a part of itself, v, in order to investigate the situat-
, 

ion;l an inquiry that ends in the line 0, H in preparation for the leap . ... 
, 

At the moment of the leap the power of both s and a, energy and awareness 
\ , 

of consciousness, i6 concentrated in v, the teleol ogical endeavor - if, 

• 

that is, the leap reall y contains the entire energy of the per son. At that 

moment the entire dimensionality of the situation changes ; : .. . 6 and a , 

60 to speak, fold over Vi and the only two dimensions left are v and i. 

At that moment we are creative - we truly live .. 
oJ 

The return Journey then consists in the gradual folding back of s 

and a and, since the return Journey is a process in a direction opposite to 

both time and value, in the ' gradua l shrinking of both at the ratio , of the 

return journey, that is, the gradual shrinking of v. The first stage of the 

return journey is AI H. ,!hen the person arrives at H, this point appears 

outside the situation and in a perspective never seen before. During the 

• of the teleological process - the leap - the thing T H appeared 
first phase 

i H, with signifi cance for the future. On the in its temporal dimens on, as 

second phase, the return trip from AI to 01 , the thing has lost this sign

ificance . 
All that is left is its situational actuality Tj and this now, 

• I 
• 

1. 
twofold nature of consciousness, as activity and as content t may be 

This 1 i ally interPreted 8S noesis and noema in the sense of Hus8arl. 
pheJlemeno og c 
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conditi on - the road to hell which is paved ""ith gaod in eot1ons . 

51 lies a t the end of s, At at the end of v , The line s replcsents -
the will to val uate , the line v r eplesents the valuation itsel.f . Both a re 

activities of the consciousness, as indeed arc all the lines of rectangle 

01 Al A' Sl in one ' 'BY or another. But s and 'if have a particularly c lose 

connection. They constitute t.he closest two aspects of the ,,'hole process, 

the goal-setting will and the goal-setting intellect . Both a re parts of 

the same power. The energy of consciousness s spl its off , so to speak, 

i n the zero point a part of itself, v, in order to investigate the situat-

i on; l an inquir y that ends i n the line 01 H in preparation for the leap . -
A t the moment of t he leap the po.'er of both s and a, ener gy and a.'8reness 

I 

of consciousness , is concentrated in v, the t e leological endeavor - if, 

that is, the leap rea lly contains the entil e ener gy of the per son. At that 

moment the entir e di mensionality of the s i tuation changes ; ..... s and a, 

so t o speak, fold over v , and the only t wo dimensions left are v and i . 

At that moment we are creat ive - we truly live. 

The r e turn j ourney then consists in t he gladual f olding back of s 

and a and, since the re turn j ourney i s a process i n a direct.ion opposi te to 

both ti me and va lue , in the gradual shrinking of both a t the ratio of the 

return journey, that is , the gradual shrinking of v . The firs t s t age of the 

ret.urn jourlley is At H. Hhen the per son arri ves at H, thi s point appears 

outside the situation and i n a perspecti ve never seen befor e. Duri ng the 
• 

first phase of the teleological process - the leap - the thing T H appeared 

in its t emporal dimension, as H, with signifi cance for the fUture . 
On the 

second phase, the return trip from At to 0 the thing h 1 1 , a s os t this Sign-

ificance. All that is left is its situational actuality T,' d an this no\;, 
• 

1. 

I 

This t wofold nature of consciousness, as 
phenemenologically interpreted as noesis 

• 

• 

activity and as cont t 
and noema in th en t may be 

e sense of HUssarl. 
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from the perspective A', appears as significant for the actual situation, and 

as hard to reach, as the gael A' did before. The actual situation now has 

shrunk into the rectangular triangle 0ITR (for Beturn), where RT is drawn 

as a line in the past for it is reached after a process of "anticipated 

past." As the person recedes further, the situation disappears into the 

zero-point. Thus, at the end of the second phase, the individual is in the 

zero-point, that is, in a new situation of choice. The question now is what 

to do next, act according to the ideal seen and thus begin the third phase, 

or return to the old situation. In other words, the third phase, the con-

cretion of the goal in physical space and time, is a new beginning, and the 

situation from which that phase starts and which dynamtcally and concretely 
. 

leads to the next situation, is a l r eady a different situation from the one 

in which the leap started . Between phase two and phase three, therefore, 

a zero-situation has to be inserted - one ,Ihere all three dimensions are 

zero- a fact which Nicola.i Hartmann does not mention. The third phase pre-

supposes a transvaluation of the situation - or a revaluation, in the case 

that the third phase is not undertaken. Only after such a transvaluation, 

and starting from the zero-point, can the individual enter phase three. 

The v line - both for "value" and for "vector" - at the moment of the 

leap in the first phase, contains both the time and the space dimension of 

consciousness and represent s i ts vital reality. 
alJd 

of the teleological situati on. In it/the angley 

It is the very life nerve 

, or the angles v and 
• 

A ,the teleological situation can and will have to be completely described • 
• 

For the time being, however, we shall content ourselves with some obvious 

characteristics of v, evident from Diagram 3. 

He can divide the first phase of the threefold teleological process 

again into three stages, as we have seen, namely, first/situational in-
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quiry; t,m, preparing for the leap; and three I the actual leap. Only in the 

third stage, if the leap is at all undertaken with the force and vigor of 

a completely applied consciousness, fio the coordinates s and a fold into v. 

During the situational inquiry they do Dot; here we have the cognitive 

situation, the "logical" situation of De~]ey's Logic, a situation which is 
• 

not yet teleologically committed and in which the mind is still more or 

less aloof. Even tn the preparatory stages of the leap the mind is still 

rather a loof , although, as the preparation proceeds, it becomes more and more 

interested~and angle SlOlAl gradually closes over v. The question then is, 

what is v as long as it is not the result of s and a, but engaged in 

cognitive activity only? The answer is, that it is consciousness as represent----- . -

~iion - as against consciousness as will, represented by s and consciousness 

as awareness, as represented by a. ·Of these manifold re l ationships, we 

shall only examine, that between v and s, the relationship between conscious 

will and conscious representation - ,{hieh together are anticipation. __ ._:c-__ _ 

We see that consciousness as representation can onl y be .separated from 

consciousness as ~ill during a specified period, namely that of situational 

inquiry. This inq·:.i ry is undertaken by the consciousness as representation, 

more or less freely and aloof, so aloof that it scrutinizes at this stage 

its own aspect of willing, s, ~lith the same aloofness as the other features 

of the situation SlOlAl . The portion 0lH· of v plays, so to speak, back and 

forth in the angle ;., l:.'etween s and a, staying at, or on, both lines 

as long as it likes and considering both - the internal and the external 
• 

actuality of the situation. Before the leap, and hence its vectorial con

dition, it is without will (s) or awareness (a). Rather, its natural element 

is the imaginary, the playful production and destruotion of frames of ref-

-, -.-------------------------.----------------
1. -

An interest is defined by Kant as "that by which reason becomes pra t. 
that is, a cause determining a ,dll." (Last footnote in Foundations ~f ~~~!, 
MetaphysiCs of Morals).The cause here is the gradually emerging "final r 
cause" whicli u 'the goal •. 

• 

• 
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erence, in the i-dimension. As such it is mere 
, 

intellectuality. Although 

able to analyze its own will, 4t i bl t 
L S una e 0 understand the situation's 

potentiality, or to transcend it beyond point H. Thus, while it may be 

"brilliant," it is really ignorant of the teleological situation and unable 

to see it from a higher point of View, namely, from the point A', It sees 

it only from the center point , O. It is self-centered, anal ytical, unable 
1 

to see the situational values and unable to pierce the situation's"roof" to -

ward the futUre, ItiJ world is the small rectangle 0lTHR rather than the 

big one 0lAIA'Sl' Thus it is, in spite of all its brilliance mechanical 

narrow minded, and close to the ground, materialis tic,l Such a consciousnesfi 

will not be able long to focus on H, but will be swayed out into the 

quadrants of i, tl:us becoming non-situational inquiry and hence freakish. 

A good . SCientific mind that is uncreative, may be called a freak since it 

does not fulfill its pot~ntialities, On the other hand, it msy ~ise high 
• • 

in the academic and soc:'.al world. Such Ii. person would be "a successful 
• 8r . 

scientis t " in/extrins i c rather than an intr~nsic sense - a static rather than 
• 

a dynamic sense, TT 'ld rle ~~ due to the dynamic of the academic or social !1e we:. ..0 
system rather thar. the dynamic of his own mind. He .10uld be a scientific 

t ' ative scientist These t\vo concepts of administrator rat:~er ,1an a ere ' 

"scientist" must be kept apart, ~~At is success for the former may not be 

success for the 12. t:;er , a:ld 'r~.ce ve:"oa. 

1 ; ·._'c .. T.i.r:r has fOUo"'ld the l,)o'bt l:l the leap will begin, si tWhen situetlc,~1f."- - -" -

uational will (s) and s~ tuat::.onal a.Te.reneRS ( (>,) ;;lU'close and form the 

th Contains in itself the vector v, which us 
two forces of wh±ch it is 

the resultant, sand a. In its mest vital function, therefore, teleologiesl 

____ ----.- . ... _'e ..... ----.-. _, ____ .. _. ___ .'_. ---,-------------.0-
, th:lls capacity exclusively or primarily, is the "expert" 

A person possessing has been described by Ortega y Gasset in The ReVOLt 
whose moral inadequ~CYthe uncreative scientist. 
of the, Masses,. He lS 
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consciousness is both will (energy) and aHareness. No other sttuational . ' 

anticipation is at all possible. The situation as will and a,lareness can 

only develop "Ihen both "Iill and a,~areness are one. 

So much for the first phase of the ethical process, Once the point 

A I has been reached, the goal is found and the stage is set for further d.evel-

opment. The line 0lA ' = v represents the teleological vector. In amount, 
_ E 

though not in direction, it is equal to h. Hm,ever, >Thereas h is entirely 

real, as the upper boundary line of the situation to"lard the future,vector v, 

as a representation of the future in the consciousness, is not entirely res.l, 

but only one half of it is, Ol.H. The other half RA'lis non-real, "not-yet." 

But onee, the valuational consciousness has "ithin the situation 0lAlSl 

found its direction toward the goal, it Hill almost :;.lways be able to continue 

the way beyond the situation~s borders into the indefinite. 

In smillllsry, then, the first phase of the teleological process is re-

presented by the rectangle 0IA1A' S 1. It is by its diagonals divided into 

two rectangular triangles, the Imler of Hhich represents the present si t-

uation, the upper a realizable future. Inscribed into its lOHer half is the 

rectangle of the object, also representing in part a present concrete object, 

0lAIHR, in part a future one, A1PH. The line 0lAlis the y-axis of a',lareness, 

the line A'Althe projection of the goal on the situation as Vlell as on the 

object, the line SlA' the projection of the Hill on the goal, the line 0lSl 

the "ill to the goa~., the line alA', the representative fixation on the goal. 

The whole rectangle is a cOlU}Josition of forces, "here the diagonals can be 

viewed as resultants. 

The line h, the futural boundary of the Situation, is in the direction 

t of the forces a and S', that is, the situation's a,,,areness A1Sl a resultan 

1 '+ T~ +r. p ii~ect;on SIAlit 1s the consciousness' over-and its potenti'l. J .. : .. , -". 



looking the situation from the point of view of the future, and as such it 

is the resultant of s and v I, name ly, the "Iill to the goal and the projection 
• 

of the ,Iiil on the goal. The l ine v, on the other hand, the carrier of the 

teleological process in the situati on and vector of the leap, is in the direc·· 

tion tmlard the goal a lSesul tant of a and s, that is, of awareness and the 

will to valuate. In the opposite direction AIOI it r epresents the seoond 

phase of the teleological process, to ;lhH:h we shall novI turn. 

The Second Phase. 
• • 

In the second phase the teleological consciousness must r eturn from AI 

to °1 , It is a journey, as Nicol ai Hartmann has pointed out and as be-

comes clear in our diagram, in the direction opposite to the flo,l of time. It 

is also, as has not been pointed out by Hartmann, a journey in the direction 

opposite to value v. fhis time the first · lap of the journey is the dangerous 

one: again it goes over the area where the forces of imagination can 

easily divert the course. If this happens, the moral consciousness does 

not meet the situation at the point H ,Ihere it left off, but some"lhere else 

on the h line. This "Tould obviously be confusing, for it "las precisely the 

point H that served as catapult into the indefinite where the goal ;ras 

. "Iaiting. If on the return the consciousness enters the situation at a 

different point it ,Till not recognize the situation as the one from l'lhich it 

started toward the goal. In this case, although it has seen the goal, it 

will no'" begin to doubt it again. There seems to be no connection between 

what has been seen as goal and the actuality of the situation. ~~ny an 

ideal has broken at the line h, when the returning consciousness could not 

recognize the actual situation from the outside with vlh:ich it had been so 

familiar from t he inside. The goal no,l appears as a delusion at\d one settles 

aea~ in t he si tuation
l 

slightl y puzzled, but eventually at rest. After one 
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has settled peacefully, it often happens that, on loolting up'Vlard from 01 

to H, one sees again the ideal in the far off future. Again one sets out, 

with renewed vigor, only to be broken up again on the return trap by the 

unfamiliar sight of the situation, turned to\vard the unreal. The yThole 
. ' 

process of goal setting i s in time as a journey is in space. Often vThen 

driving a car for the first time in cne direction one does not recognize 

the road on the return trip. Only ""hen landmarks have been consciously 

selected does one 'easily reccgnize it both ways. On the other hand, the 

return trip is a lways faster, for one '". knows where one is goi::lg . So 

the return from the ideal seems fast; and in the case of de"v.!. &.'cion at h I 

disillusionment comes fast. In this sense' we must understand the many 

proverbs which warn of too high-flown goals: "Pride comes before a fall," 

"Think before you leap," "Uebernut tut sel ten gut." 1 , " , , , 2 • • -
It is the mark of .the man of teleological efficiency to leap only 

after careful preparation, then re t urn and succeed. But such effieiency 

must be learned in the trial and error of unsuccessful leaps and returns. 

The higher the goal the more difficult the recognition of actuality in the 

light of the goal, the gearing up, as it were, of the present with the fut-

ure. ~n such cases one has to leap and leap again, without being disheart-

ened, until one has found the teleological entrance to the sit uation and can 

go on to the work of concretion. 2 There are, on the other hand, professional 

leapers, the happy-go-lucky individuals who leap for the sake of leaping I 

even without caring whether they find the point H, indeed, secretly dreading 

1. The opposite tendency also appears in proverbs! "Fortune favors the 
brave," "Vell begun is half done," "Nothing venture nothing have," 
flFrisch gewagt ist halb geYTO=en." 

2. The life of some great men, such as Simon Bolivar or Columbus, would 
make a f.asinating study of the perils and tri.'.lJDphs of the teleological 
J?l'OCess, in particulp.T t-h"'! :?':'cond phase. 

• 
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• 

they would, for it 'would compel them to action, in the third phase, and 

prevent them from leaping again. These are what vTe may call professional 
. 

idealists, people of teleological thought rather th&n action. Here, also 
, 

, 
belong many crackpots - men with realizable goall; but without sufficient 

, 
direction and connection with the actuality of the situation. They are 

, . 

~~t real freaks, for they do reach A', but then miss R on the return journey. 

H can only be reached through a definite effort; the line v in the djrect:!.on 

• 

tovTard 01 is the resultant of v I and s', that i s of the way of the will back 

from the goal to its own roots and the projection of t.he teleological potent-

iality on to the axis of situational awareness. 

It supplies inlJights into these phases which supplement the analysis of 

Nicolai Hartmann. The distinotton of Sl and A I as situational will and 

representation, the point P as valuational projection on the thing, the line 

0lR as situational inquiry, the preparation of the leap by folding of sand 

a over v, the zero situation of choice before the third phase - all .these 
• 

are features which the model has brought out. The rectangle of the first 

tvTo phases contains lIIany other features; let us only mention the represent-

ation of the lines through the functions of the angles, which lie clearly 

before our eyes only to be read off,l the representation of the rectangle 

1-

, 

To mention only the functions of 

sin !2. --

. 
cos 

2 • 

.Jl!. • 
2 -

.a • , 
h 

,S., • 

h ' 

tg :!R --
2 

ctg J. -
2 -

L 

angle-i-' we have: 

• a ;sec lP :: h , 

s 2 s 

that is , the entire relationship between the elements of the leap can be 
described in telws of the angle ,which represents the teleological conscio
usness overlooking the situation from the vantage point of its future. What 
for example, does, its sinus mean, the vie,., of the relation between the sit 
uation's awareness and its futureal boundary line? Similarly the other relat
ions will have to be interpreted by teleological analysms. And so must every 
angle in the rectangle; let us only think, for instance, of the angle 
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in terms of analytical geometry and of vector analysis, and the combination 

of all these '-rith the underlying circle of the imaginary dimension; in terms 

of quaternions, and the like. 

The Third Phase. 
, 

, 

After having returned safely from the second phase the teleological 

consciousness recognizes the situation in relation to the goal (A I), and nO,T 

standSbefore the task of lifting up the entire situation to the level of the 
• 

goal. How can this be accomplished? The gradual achievement of the higher 

level is teleological action, which completes the threefold process in a care-

ful" continuous, and pO;Terful application of energy. 'rhe mo.chanism of 

this action, also, can be understood in term s of our model. 
• 

From Diagram 1 it is evident that lifting the situational level up to 

A' means lengthening' the slant height h'. This again implies a "idening of 

the situational surface, that is,~ must become longer. The situation,1' in 

being lifted, is indeed being opened as ,·;ell. This implies, in j).iag~am 3, 
I 

• 

that the point AI,in moving "tovlard A'" moves along the slant height h' _ 

not tOl-lard A I, but ttlVlard A2 , which is the value potential A' actualized 

in the ne;r situation. A' itself moves toward A2 along v/ which shm-rs that a 

goal set can never be realized ·~s set, but only as modified during the 
, 

• 

process of actualization. Tnis is obvious, for the goal as set is in the 

• 

mind only, and its actualization means translation into space-time reality . 
• 

Correspondingly, the goal as ;rill (Sl)-rather than as representation (AI) _ 

2 2 S LEo . S aLC _ X _ _ ; 2:. £2''''': ,Eil I -
, 

Note from the preceding page continued --
OlA'Vland the angle OlA '81, vThich "ould give insight into the nature of the 
goal. There are twenty-six angles in the rectangle, which .vould give 156 
angular relations. This would only be the beginning of the teleological 
analysis of the rectangle of the first two phases, and this analysiS, in 
turnfwould only be a part of the analysis of the entire Diagram 3, containing 
all the three phases. And this, in tUrn, would only be a fraction of the 
analysis of the entire situational Gestalt. 

• 
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is raised in the thtrd phase from 81 to 02' That is to say, phase three 

modifies phase two, a point that has been overlooked by Nicolai Hartmann: 

goals change in the very process of their being actualized. The process of 

actualization gtves them - as goals, it is to be noted, not as concreted -

new force and po\;er. Goals are dynamic not only toward the future, but also 

toward the present. 

The x-axis expands by the amount All'·. The angle A' A1A2is equs~_ to 
2 

and the angle A1A'A2 equal to 180 - .i . Thus phase thTe~ co~sists ~n lif~

ing the situation to the new level along the axis of cor,s :-i .. ~u :,ne :;E.~ f!,l)m l\ 

to 02 and along the slant height h' from Alto A2' lengthenlng its aHl".reneSS 

content. Th1!ls the nel; situation 02A2S2 arises. Let us now examine the 

details of this process. The situational Gestalt, we said, depends on the an-

gle y . That angle determines the original ,ridth of a, and thus the relative 

height of s over the zero-point , and hence the position of A', the locus of 

the goal. That is to say,it determines the first and second phase. It 

also deter'mines the third phase, namely, in the angle A'A1A2 the length of 

the way tOl-Tard A2• We can therefore assume that it must have a central role 

in bringing about the new situation. 

The I-lhole situation, we said, is like a spinning top, gyrating around 

the y-axis. Let us now look at the ;,hole Gestalt again, in sidevie,·" Diagram 

4 (a), and top viel.', Diagram 4 (b), and see what effect the spinning would 

produce. The conic top of the situation, 0181Al , in the side viel; of 

Diagrams 3 and 4, is, so to speak, the conscious layer, while below it, 

0lA180 and 0080Al are the foreconscious and the unconscious, respectively, 

the foreconscious in the form of a cone similar to the conscious, but inverted, 

containing the readily available memory material. The conscious area is the 

lI'Qin dwelJing of t he ego, 0lAIFIJ '"hile the superego, the ideal ego, strivinG 
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upward and onward, is the trapezium Al ~~S.l' in particular the triangles 
and SIA' R 

~ A· HI, which are formed in the first phase and retraced in the second 

phase ;and beth the triangle AlA' A2 and the trapezo~d SlA1A202, ~lhich are 
• 

actualized in the third phase. However, in the first phase the super-

ego has the help of the ego at least a long the line 0lR; and in the third 

phase, Hhen the 1~hole situation 0lA181 is lifted, the ego carries the main 
, 

burden while the super-ego only leads the way in the small but i~~v~~<~t 
• 

According to Freud, both t he ego and the super-ego a:re ' , r.·c: lC'~·e0 j.n t."'" 
sUbconscious structure where the Id resides. Accollding to our analysis , the 

• 

leap was only possible thl'uugh the energy welling up from the depth of the 

subeonsciousness; possibly a s deep as the genes, and shooting over the sit-

uational present forth into the future. In our diagram, the energy s is 

spiraling up around the y-axis f rom the genetic layer, a t the vertex 00 I 

through all thesubsequent layers, through the fore-conscious, .into the 

conscious , and even bey ond, as ego and super-ego, into the situational 

future to 81 and A', and, in the third phase into the actual future, the 

next situation ~A282 1~ith enough pOHer to elevate the first situation from , 

Let us nOH examine the mechanics of this "lifting" and see 1?hat, in 
• 

our model, must happen 1'lhen the 1~hole structure spins' around the y-axis. 

Through the centrifugal force the slant heights 00 Al and 0oCl' representing 

the later' al area of the 101o/er cone,must be thro1m apart, that is, angle y 

must increase. The a-axis must stretch . .. ', to keep the contact with the 

slant heights. At the same time the y-axis is pushed up1'18rd and either I 

when it is not connected uith 0lAl> pushes through to 81 and further -

this is the first phase, setti.ll~ of the idea:!. w:ith th~ offsho:t setting of 
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v - or , When it is connected ,d th the situation, raises the ,?hole situational 

platfol'lll up with itself. As the situation rises it expands further, along 

the rail AIA2' thus increasing the centrifugal force and hence the momentum 

of gyration, ,?hich in its turn brings about the same cycle of happenings on a 

higher level. 

The ~lhole threefold process is thus the result of the energy gyration 

of the system. A comparatively small amount of energy momentum brings 

about the pushing upward of the y-axis from 01 to 81 , thus setting the 

si tuational top, enabling the energy-stimulated consciousness to vie~1 the 

situation from the vantage position 81 , and the split-off energy ray v 

wi th which to begin the situational inquiry. If ,?hat it finds is good, 

more energy '·lill be sllJ!!liioned, that is, the gyration '?ill be increased -

which means, an increased activity of the imagination in the i-dimension -

• 

until enough energy i€ furnished for the leap. After that exertion a period 
• 

of relative rest folloHs, which is characterized by the gradual falling 

back of the energy from A' to 01 and the shrinking of the whole situation 

into the zero-situation. This means, as we see now, a falling back of sand 

retracting of a, that is, the decrease of r • This is the soul-searching 

process in the situation of choice, interpolated between phase two and 

three. The subconscmous deepens, man withdraws into himself, "man geht 
~" 

• 

in sich . " Depending on the result as either revaluation or transvaluation, 
--

either no new energy gyration takes place but the old life re-begins as 

it ~res before the leap, or, in the case of transvaluation, a new phase 

begins in the life of the individual, intent nO"1 on lifting the situation 

up to the level of A' . The jets of energy are being opened fully yet 

carefully, for the individual - nOH the teleological agent in the third 
• 

phase - cUngs with all ~o t.~e facts of the sitution ~o as not to lose 
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it in an isolated forward dash. of s, but to lift it sloHly but surely, 

with himself and all that is in it, up to level 0~2S2' 

Thus, finally, the goal of the whole process is reached: the new 

situation. The third phase proceeds along the rails, 0lO~ , Al A2 • It is 

characterized by the trapezi\lm 0lA1A21!l2' Theline v from 01 through A I to 

A2, is now the guiding line of the whole concrete spatio-temporal process. 

~lhereas the portion 0lR traverses familiar te~~itory in thdold situation, 

and whereas portion~' is vaguely familiar - for it was seen in conscious 

representation both on the way to and from AI - the portion AIA2 is entirely 

new. It represents the practical application of consciousness and its 

growing in such application; in a word, it represents practical reason , . 

in the sense of practically active ,intelligenee. In the Kantian terminology -

and somevlha t in the Kantian sensel- we have practical reason in the line 

~, while vIe have pure reason, as logical representation in its trans-

cendental use/in tine 0lH, which is situational inquiry and thus the 

relation between pure reason and objects. 

The essential question of the third phase of the process is the .relation 

to the other t1m phases, that is, the relation of A'~ to AIOl ' 1'lith the 

latterls subdivision HAl and HOl • In order to demonstrate this relation 

more fully let us turn to the example of a situation different from the one 

in Diagram 3. • 

The Optimal Situation. 

The constituent characteristic of the situation in its vertical conic 

direction - as against the horizontal circular direction characterized by 

the dimension i- is the r elation between sand a. It represents the 
, 

1. If the concepts of practical reason are re-interPreted situationally 
in a similar way in which Nicolai Hartmann re-interprets Kantls cat
egorical imperative, Ethics, Vol. II, pp . 358 ff, practical reason 
appears as a situational extension of pure rea son. (cr. The Cr1t19~~' 
of Practical Reason, Book II, ch. II, sect . VII) . 

I 
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(a) 
relation between situational a~.areness/and anticipatOry energy (s). In 

Diagram 3, situational awareness is proportionately larger than the anticip

atory p011er of consciousness (a,> s). The consciousness is more actual 

than ideal, more "down to earth" than "up in the sky." Let us n01. dra'" 

a diagram where the reaation is~v~r$ed (s > a)/and where ideal goal-setting 

OU~distances situational awareness (Diagram 5). In this case a higher 
I 

ideal value is set than the actual situation justifies. Th, situation "e 

shall call that of the pure teleological idealist. In order to realize , 

the goal the pure idealist has set, he obviously must make a much greater 

effort than he 1-'ho sets a lower goal which can be realized much easier and 
• 

"ithout stretching the possibilities of the old siuuation too much. The 

latter is the case of Diagram 3, which we call the situati~n of the practical 
• • 

teleological idealist. 

In Diagram 5 we see how tremendous is the distance bet,,,een A' and A2 I 

if the teleologicaJ. consciousness s is only slightly larger than situational 

awareness a. Angle A rises and can meet the slant height h~ drawn at 

the same angle as in Diagram 3, only at a much farther distance. Consequent-

ly, the energy needed for realiz~ng the ideal must be much larger than that 

needed in the situation of Diagram 3. On the other hand, the energy needed 

for setting the ideal can be much smallerJ in comparison to the energy 

con~ent of s, indeed, does not at all tax that energyj the line Dt A· 

being only slightly longer than s, while in the situation in Diagram 3 

it is more than twice as long. The proportionately small 
(s « a) 

practical ~eleolpsical consciou6ne6~/must 
• L 

•• 
. . 

exert i tse If 

very hard already in the first phases of the teleological process. A 

consciousness which is larger than situati&nal awareness, on the other hand, 

an idealistic teleological consciousness (8) a),has no difficulty in the 

• 

, 
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• 

first two phases, but tremendous difficulties in the third. 

']'he"practical id.ealist sets the aim as high as is practiaally compatible 
• 

with the situation he is in, and which can be actualized on the basis of 

the value content present in the sitllation. He realizes the situation, 

in the 'Hord's double meaning. The pure idealist, on the other hand, has 

a teleological consciousness that transcends the teleological value content 

of the given situation. He sets an aim that is and yet is not potentially 

contained in the situation. It is a possible goal . - and hence not a para-

teleological one - but it is not attainable in one life time en the basis 

of the present.It is too far in the futere -not A-A', not A-B' or A-C' 

but, say, A-Z'. From this springs this person's tragic, but also his 

greatness. His tragic, for it is geometrically impossible for him to reach 

the aim he has set, along the path v he has set it. The maximum pot~ntial 

contained in the situation is the one developing from the situation's 

maximal teleological value content. It can be set as a goal by a teleological 

conscioB.sness whose anticipatory power matches precisely its a1-rareness of , . 

of the situation's actuality and is neither larger nor smaller than it 

(s = a). Such a person we shall call the maximum practical idealist, or the , 

the optim:.al realist. vlhen s = a, the rectangle of the first two phases is 

a square. This we may ~all the maximum teleological situation, or the 

s tuation meaning that the situation has the maximum potential =-..::;. • 

of realization. 

To find the .=.; ;.:;;=.;:.:; or the optimum of any given situation, , 

all tl1at has to be done is to dra\T the square of the same circumference as 

the rectangle of the first t~TO phases of that situation. Then the maXim\lm 

new situation that can possibly develop on the basis of the given value 
• 

content is determined by the maximum new value Am2 and the maxim\lm new 

zero-polnt 0m2 J the "maximum level." (Diagram 5). Now, comparing the 
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situation of the maximum p~actical idealist with the situation of the pure 
• 

idealist, we see that the new situation at ~hich the pure idealist aims is 
, , 

above the maXitmlm level which his situat:l.dn can possiblU reach. The line 
• 

of realization of the pure idealist's values,v , is at a~ angle, '1/ (for 
" v 

"new" situation), to the line of possible maxim1lm realizatioJiof the squared 
. I 

maximum situation. What then must happen? A comparison of the practical 

and the pure idealist - Diagram 3 and 5 - will make it clear. 

In Diagram 3 the first phase of the process is almost as diffiCULt to 

perform as is the thtrd phase, due to the relative smallmess of the teleo-

logical consciousness s, which makes the distance between H and A' enormous 

in comparison to the whole situation. In an average person situational 
make a 

awareness exceeds anticipatOr)! pO'l-ler, that is, a,} s. He thus must/relatively 

great effott in order to raach the first phase, the leap to the goal. The 

leap here constitutes already a major pertormance. On the other hand, the 

third phase, as represented by line AI A2, is relatively short. In other 

wordS, the practical idealist has ~o make a relatively greater effort in the 

first phase than in the third. His difficulty is to set the goal, not so much 
to 
reach it; he is so down to earth that his goal will always be well within the' 

possibilities of his situation. Once he has set it, he is bound to reach it 

if only he applies himself dilig~otly. These are the steady and solid 

craftsmen of teleological morality. 

The person of Diagram 5 is an entirely different type. Here to set 

the soal is relatively easy. Anticipatory energy - and imagination - are 

so large that goal setting is no effort for it. This difficulty is, rather 

to anchor the goal to the situation, that is, in terms of our model, to 

set it along the line of successful situational inquiry 0lH. For the 

idealistic consciousness "by nature" would set ideals all the time; he 
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• 

would be a professional at the first two phases - which means, as we have 

seen, going astray in both ~f them. But once the pure tdealist has found 
• • • 

point H he will have a situational ,goal much higher than that of the pI'aet-

ieal idealist. He will aibso have less difficulty than the latter on the 
• 

, 
return journey; for living in the future rather tM.n the present, the futural 

top of the situation will not be so unfamiliar to him. Even after the return 
. . , 

from the second phase, in the zero-situation of choice, when the mind has 
. . } 

to be made up whether or not to actualize the ideal seen, the pui-e idealist 
I ' , 

will have an easier task than the practical idealist. ge has not yet seen 
} I 

how far A2 really is f6r him, he only kl'lows hW :e~sy it was to set the goal 
, 

and to understand his ~ situation i~ ~ermsof it . . Thus, to make up his 
, , 

mind "to do something aboUt it" and bring the ideal about in reality is only 
, 

a natural reaction for him. But actually to bring it about is an impossible 

taskj and to bring about what is possible requires superhuman effort. 

An historical illustration of such an idealistic situation is Simon 

Bolivar's famous vow 011 the Monte Sacro near Rome, where he swore to liberate 
• 

the $outh American continent from the Spaniards. This vow in itself was 

nothing of particular teleological significancej 'many men of his time made 
• 

it. But it. assumed transcendent proportions in the light of his future life -

the life of a pure idealist become a historic power. This scene.on Monte 
• 

Sacro perfectly illustrates our analysis of the zero-situation of chOice, the 

soul-searching tha~ ' precedes · the decision, the decision itself, and its 
.' . 

character as the starting-point of a process of actualization which led 
, 

through unbelievable diffi~ulties to tragic success. Bolivar, a youth ot 

twenty-two, with the figure of a Greek god, the r~a1rof a matador, the 

mil110UG of an exotic fortune, was the idol of EUropean caf~ society. 
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At last, in 1805, Simon Bolivar tired of his life of 
gaiety, and just about that time he met his exiled tutor, 
Rodriguez, the firebrand revolutionary. At this particular 
period, Bplivar's faith in revolutions was somewhat shaken. 
In December of the previous year, he had seen one of his 
heroes, one of his personifications of freedom, Napoleon 
Bonaparte, crowned Emperor and Dictator of France. To 
Bolivar this was a crime against dearly 'von liberty that 
could not be condoned. 

Almost ill through his disillusionment, Bolivar sought 
advice from Rodriguez, who was an advocate of long walks 
to claar the brain. He proposed a walking tour through 
Italy and Bolivar accepted the idea with pleasure . He 
was not a very cheerful ,companion, hm-rever. As they walk
ed the roads to Rome, Bolivar maintained a morose silence 
most of the way. They reached Rome in August, 1805. One 
day they climbed to the top of Monte Sacro, the great 
hill that stands close to Rome. At first Bolivar stood 
silent as the older man spoke of the glories that had been 
Rome, of Caesar and his ambitions, and of the rise and 
fall of the Roman Empire. While he was speaking, young 
Simon interrupted him, and put into a few fiery and 
trembling words ' all the thoughts that thad crowded his 
mind during their walking hour. 

"Rodriguez!," he said, "I swear that Illl free America 
from the Spaniards and not leave one of the oppressors 
there!" 

Simon Bolivar then and there dedicated his life to 
hlllDanity. 1 

To make the vm~ was relatively easy, even though the situation of 

choice took several weeks to develop. But had BoUvar seen how far '~as A '"m2, 

and how even much farther and indeed impossible it was t o reach A2, he might 

never have made it. The veil over the future and the capacity of the mind to 

see only as far as Am or at best AI - as demonstrated in Diagram 5 - may be 

one of the vehicles of nature to carry forward evolution through moral heroes. 2 

1. 

2. 

• 2 

Hans Christian Adamson, 
Pl'. 184 f. 

Lands of Ney. Wo~ld Ne,ighborl,>, 
Eo - E_ 

New York, 1941, 

As described in Henri Belf:l>0n' s The T,.,o 
New York, 1935, Anchor Books 1954. ' 

Sources of Moralitr an~ R~ligion, , 

, 
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It veils before their eyes the evolutionary course itself, but imbues them 

with enough energy to open up the situation for it. Thus, while they believe 

they follow the beam v toward A2 they actually follo~l the beam vm toward Atn2" 
\I 

As the diagram show~ the angle , is very small, and for a long portion of the 

road vm will be identical, or almost identical, with v. It branches off from 

v: only gradually, as the hero - the pure idealist become a historic power - -

• 

pushes on further and further toward A2 . The optimum he ,can reach, however, is 

Am2' To actually reach it he m~st lift O~lSl all the way up to Am2 , indeed 

a mighty achJevement • . But when he has reached it, he has not reached his goal! 

His goal was set along v to'vard A2, not along vm to'·/ard Am2 • He is off course

by the difference A2 ~2- and this is his tragic, and at the same time his .. 
• 

trhlmph. 

Very fev mortals are able t o transf orm a situation from the given level 

to the ne;/ maximum level. The energy to be expended is gigantic . Bolivar ' s 

feats and achievements surpass the imaginatton - yet, he performed them. He 
. 

conquered jungles with whole armies of wretched under-nourished men, "here 
• 

not even well-supplied teams of peaceful explorers had been ab le to penetrate. 

i-lith his ragged lot, men, women, horses, and sapplies , he climbed mountains 

which not even the hardies t mountaneers dare to tackle today. The misery of 

the "armies" vas unbelievable - yet on arrivi ng on the other side they con-

quered. The flaming energy of Bolivar drove them onward and upward and 

lifted every soul beyond its miserable bodily condit ion. Thus Bolivar 

st .. · )med through the continent, a spiritual element rather than a man, con-

quering the natural elements, snow, ice, heat, cold, gravity, even the po~,ers 

of the earth flaming forth in earthquakes,l an impersonation of the naturally 

• 

1. In the famous scene at Caracas, where the earthquake brought disaster 
to his armies and aided the Spamiards, and the superstitious crovld mum
bled of the vengeance of heaven for the revolt against the Spaniards. 

• 

He drolmed them out ,lith the defiant shout: "Even if nature opposes Us , 
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improbable. _ - , ';'!":. Finally, after exhausttng all his strength ,the 
-

situation he has created arrives at Am2, the very maxim,w possible. But his 

own mind still is on the road to A2. Before his eyes he sees a continent free 

not only of the ouhlard oppressors, but free also from the inner oppressors, 

greed and selfishness, particularism and provincialism. He sees, like Goethe's 

Faust, a free continent of free people, but, alas, the moat of the ne~l city 

before his eyes is a grave; and unlike Faust, Bolivar is not dece ived. Bitter 

and disillusioned, friendless and sick, in a shed in a tropical village , the 

Liberator dies, his soul still on the tragic road to A
2

, which '-lill never be 

realized the "lay he envisaged it. 

Bolivar's life illustrates phase for phase the t eleol ogi cal process, 
I 

in particular as demonstrated in-Uhe situation of Diagram 5. His early life 

is phase one and two, ending in the vow in the zero-situation of choice. Then 

begins the actualization in phase three, the many disappointments , the occasion
to 

al return/the zero-point for fortification and setting out anew, never dis-

couraged or disheartened until Am2 is reached. At the same time the tragic 

discrepancy between v, the road apparently taken, and v , the road actually 
m 

taken. All the tangled episodes and intrigues in Bolivar's life could be 

systematically explai.ned as functions d:t:: the grmling discrepancy bet1~een v 

and vm' that is, as functions of angle v . 

OUr geome trical model reveals 1{hat seems to be a natural 1a1'1 of process; 

for ~lhat is often regarded accidental in the lives of great men appears here 

as a necessity. Bolivar's life is no exception but typical of the lives of all 

purely idealistic men - not only in regard to the torturous road to achievement 

-Note on preceding page continued --

we.wi'll battle with her, too, and compel her to obey!" 

• 
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but even more so in the striking discrepancy between v.and vm' A2 and Am2, 

discrepancy betueen the situation they believe to have created and the 

situation they actaally create. OUt of this discrepancy arise, like by a 

the 

natural law, all their trials and tribulations; and they arise only after 

a certain time, namely, ;rhen the angle ~ has become large enough. We may 

call this the phenomenon of teleological delusion. We 1ind it in another 
= ' 

particularly striking example in the life of Columbus - another great opener 

of the human situation. The analysis of such lives must be the task of a 

future science of teleological b~ography. , 

Thus ;re have completed our analysis of the three-fold teleological 

process. Although our model contains many more relations than have been 

~entioned, what has been said may suffice to give an idea of its explanatory 

power. We may call the trapezoid 0lA1A202 The Trapezoid,of The Teleological 

Process. It contains, in ~A1A'8l the Re,cta,n~le of The fir:;t Two Phases, and 

\ 

which we have treated in our analysis. The trapezoid describes the mechanics 

of the threefold process and discovers new features in it. The entire situati-
• 

onal Gestalt, with the trapezoid of the process and the cone of consciousnessL 

represents teleological action and expla~ns the source and function of the 

energy which makes this action possible. 

To sllmmarize.the situation is a dynamic and not a static whole, it is 
• 

a t~e Gestalt in the sense of KBhler, a process dynamically distributing and 

regulating itself in a whole field. It regulates itself in the interdependence 

and balance of its three dimensions. The more active the consciousness is, tha 

is, the more it spins around its axis, the i·rider the situation must become. The 

wider the situation becomes the higher the axis of consciousness pierces through 

the present into the future. There it sets an ideal in i tse If (81), as will 
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to a new situation. It then searches the present situation for data that 

would justify its conversion into the new situation, and sets, on the basis 

of those data,the ne,. situation as ideal representation (AI), re-viewing 

theold situation in the light of the ideal. (Phases One and Two). After 

self-examination (s = 0) it renews its efforts, spinning ever more strenuous-

ly, but also carefully in order not to burst open the whole subtle structure 

and pry the situational base (CIA1 ) loose from reality (h'), but to lift it, 

step by step and carefully, along hi and s into the future (Phase Three). 

While it lifts the situation up it not only elevates itself higher than it had 

been even . ,Then setting the ideal, but also widens the situation and thus 

enlarges its dimensions .. As it does so it enforces again the moment of 

gyration. That is to say, the more active a consciousness is outwardly the 
. 

more active ,Till it be inwardly. I OuhTard and inward, horizontal and vertical 

activity thus reenforce each other. 

The whole process can be read off in Diagram 4 (a) as a function of the 

width of'Y . The increase or decrease of 'Y is the inunediate result of the 
• 

velocity and strength of the spinning motion. 

• 

-----------------------_ .. 
1. Cf. Nicolai Hartmann, Ethics, Vol. II, p.40. 

• 
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The analysis of the model of the situation in telws of the angle r 

brings us to the overall vie\~ of the teleological process. 

The Teleological Process. 

The teleological process is a repetition of the individual situational 
I 

• 
process just described; for, as we know, this situational process is a diff-

erential of the teleological process as a whole. In Diagram 6 \~e see hO\~ 

the situation based on 0lAlis lifted to the situation 0~2' and the latter 

again lifted tofue situation based on 03A3' and so on. In Diagram 7 we see 

the same process repeated many more times. Ab~ays, from the vertex of the 

lower cone, 001' 002' 003 and so on, a line is drawn through the end potnt of 

the x-axis of the situation in question, Al , A2, A3 , and so on, to the point 

where the basis of the next situation is met, A2 , A3 , A· , and so on. Hhen 

that new situation is in turn lifted, the vertex is lifted too, 001 to 002' 

002 to 003 and so on. This means that the person is dra\'ling upon all his 

energy, do\m to the root of his be ing. 

The curve resulting fromthis process is a logarithmic one, its general 

fOI'mula being 

as is seen in Diagram 8. 

y :: , 1 o,q' •• , ... 4Ir.....,._-:-'_:
log b • log (b-l) 

Again, very many implications can be deduced from these formulae. which 

will throw light on the course of a life as a succession of situations. How

ever, we shall content outselves with one aspect of it. 

• 

The process continues in this logarithmic direction only if the choices 

have been made situationally, that is, in the plane of the x and y coordinates 

and not in that of the i-coordinate. In the latter case, we have parateleolog

ical development, which has the form of a helix, and leads to a host of other 

interesting results , which must be left to future research. 
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Recursion Formula 

Points only - no prescribed path bet ween points . 

Xy= b Xy-I y=b+n where n=O 123'·· b-I J J J 

Logari thmic Formula going through points defi ned by graphical 

construct ion (or by above Formu 10) 

X= b 
b -I Log b - Log (b-I) 

Diagram 8 
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1. Empirical Research Projects arising from the Analysis of the Threefold 

Finalistic Nexus. , 
• 

2. 
, , I I 

Analysis of the Parateleological Situation. 
• 

Empirical Research Proj·· ts arising out of the Analysis of the Para-

teleological Situation. 

4. The Axiological Model. 
, 
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12. Coordination of the (dynamic) Teleological Model .. lith the (static) 

Axiological Model. Some correlative terms: 

Teleolog:ical Model , 

Process 
• 

Setting of Goal 

Present 

Ought (teleological) 

Decision 

Selection of fJituational 
features in Light oi' Goal 

Awareness 

Anticipation 

Memory 

Imagination 

- -- • 

Self as Process 

. Self as Goal 
• , . • , J . ) 

Goal-setting of Self 

• 

• 

etc . 

AXiological Model 
, . ' . 

Structure • 

Set.ting of Concept , Setting 
of Frame of Reference, Naming 
Instance of Concept 

O'.lght (logical) (Satisfying of 
concept) 

Definition 

Classification 

IG"'lowle dge 

Thinking 

Tr~nsposition of Frames of 
Reference 

Self as Structure 

Self as Concept 

Self-definition 

. . 

• 


